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Issues remain as Carnival ends
After a lack of
a big-name
band, CHC's
and WRBC's
rolls seem
worthy of
exploration
by Sarah Gunn and David
Kociemba
All seems well for the Chase
Hall Committee. They just landed
the reggae group Ziggy Marley and
the Melody Makers, which will play
at Bates College on March 16. This
achievement came days after suc¬
cessfully hosting the Winter Carni¬
val last weekend. Indeed, the club
ras had an astonishing track record
for booking upcoming bands like
the Samples, Live and the Dave
Matthews Band, shortly before each
reached national fame. According to
Rob Blood '97, CHC president, the
organization also has successfully
changed the focus of their
organization's functions toward en¬
tertainment and away from "half
hour fights over the number of
kegs."
But success breeds competition.
A group of students have begun in¬
vestigating the possibility of form¬
ing another concert organization by
coordinating the finances and vol¬
unteers of many student groups.
These students hope to provide al¬
ternative genres of music for the
Bates consumer while using differ¬
ent venues to encourage a new con¬
cert atmosphere. And WRBC is fi¬
nally out of debt after three years,
thus lending new credence to the
suspicion on the part of some of the
radio station's new board members
that, despite the CHC's recent suc¬

cess, WRBC is more qualified to pick
bands for concerts. Some are even
questioning the need for big-name
bands on campus.
CHC also grapples with the
age-old struggle of how to wrestle
more funding from the Representa¬
tive Assembly, so as to provide
greater flexibility and more buying
power to their underfinanced orga¬
nization, which has compensated by
astutely managing its resources.
This battle has been given new life
as the RA has formed the Funding
Committee to advocate increased
funding for all student organiza¬

The Inside Scoop
S

tions.
• The trials and tribulations of se¬
lecting a band
While news about the upcom¬
ing Ziggy Marley concert heartened
some in Bates' music community,
others argue that the state of Bates'
music scene remains poor.
"We just don't have enough
music," said Niles Lindenfelser '96,
former WRBC general manager. "I
mean, at Bowdoin there were con¬
certs three weekends in a row —
Gus, Ani DiFranco, and Matthew

Sweet —- we don't have anything
like that." John Rukenbrod '97,
former treasurer of WRBC, also cited
the lack of concerts first semester.
"It is not for lack of effort that
we did not have a concert first se¬
mester," Blood said. While he
agreed that the student body has a
right to be upset, he explained that
the realities of concert bidding com¬
plicate the issue.
CHC gathers a list of available
bands on tour from their contacts
with agents, and decides among
them based on "music suggested
from the students, on the radio and

old standbys," said Peter Taylor, co¬
ordinator of student activities.
The choice of available bands is
severely restricted by factors unique
to the music industry. Groups pre¬
fer to tour during the summer, as
more lucrative venues allow them
to schedule fewer dates. College ap¬
pearances are not preferred as they
routinely offer smaller venues, al¬
though some bands prefer to create
a following by touring college cam¬
puses.
Venue is an important considContinued on Page 5
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forum on the effects of alco¬
hol use and dorm damage.
It’s an issue that's far from
closed, and the lowdown's
in an analysis in
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plore this pressing issue.
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Responsibility, intolerance issues in forum
Opinions voice
troubling
views of
alcohol and
violence
by Michelle Wong
If anyone casually ambling
around Chase Hall were to give a
sideways glance inside Chase
Lounge on the night of last week's
Representative Assembly-spon¬
sored open forum on the effects of
alcohol use and dorm damage, she
probably would have looked again.
Maybe she would have even wan¬
dered in to see what all the fuss was
about - the room was packed.
Frustrated, impassioned, exas¬
perated and frank students stood,
addressing fheir peers, sharing their
sentiments about alcohol and vio-

NEWSANALYSIS
lence, representing varied perspec¬
tives peppered by a few additional
comments from faculty and staff
members, who inevitably added
theirs. Most people who were brave
enough to speak - and there were a
notable number of personal, coin¬
ciding viewpoints expressed - sat
down to polite rounds of support¬
ive applause.
Campus alcohol use (or, rather,
abuse) and dorm damage are noth¬
ing new to Bates. Yet the two issues
have become inextricably inter¬
twined, having moved to the fore¬
ground of student, faculty and
staff's concern in a climate irritated
by last fall's dorm damage ram¬
pages during Back-to-Bates week¬
end and after the football team's
monumental Win.
Clearly, participation in de¬
structive incidents is not a campus¬
wide problem, for only a limited
number of current students are di¬
rectly involved in them. But this
type of behavior undoubtedly af¬
fects the entire campus, in terms of
the College's atmosphere, physical
setting, and students' and others'
perceptions of students who take
part in counterproductive activities,
for whatever reasons. Bates is a resi¬
dential college, where, to a certain
degree, be it moral, economic, social
or political, no one can escape this
phenomenon of havoc and no one,
it seems, is expected to be an inno¬
cent bystander.
Both the talking participants
and the spectators remained serious
throughout the duration of the open
forum, during which a consensus
formed, spurring general interest
regarding the development of mo¬
bilization efforts against further per¬
petuation of the problem. At the fo¬
rum, the citation of last semester's
destruction served as a concise im¬
petus for stopping it.
•.AAiCT.) ;
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After the keg is tapped and the beer is drunk, are students more prone to
acting in a destructive manner?_Paige Brown photo.
Obviously, students are not the
only ones who are fired up about the
issue. Following his open letter and

the forum, Donald Harward, presi¬
dent of the College, said that he has
authorized the formation of a task

force that will incorporate recom¬
rum are definitely not dead,
mendations from the RA, the dean
Paparazzo indicated, as the RA
of students' office and a faculty
plans to endorse continued collabo¬
group. The work-in-progress will
ration with students, faculty, the
outline missions and objectives, and
dean of students office and EARLE,
will include a timeline and a report
a committee comprised of faculty
with an analysis of the issue and rec¬
and students, in order to bring dis¬
ommendations.
cussions to the next level. The exact
Currently, the popular senti¬
ensuing course of action, however,
ment that Bates has no alcohol
is yet to be determined.
policy is wrong. The College's policy
is comprised of state and federal
The RA's function, though, is
laws' regarding alcohol and drug not to decide for the student body
use, placing the responsibility of whether there is a problem or not,
judgment on the
or to take away
individual in the
individuals'
context of a cam¬
rights, said
pus setting which
Paparazzo.
Most people who
necessarily in¬
"The
volves blue-slip¬ were brave enough to
RA is a student
ping and distin¬
organization
guishable overthat can look
speak - and there
and under-21
objectively at
were a notable
ticketing. The
the issue at
policy is explicitly
hand. What
number of personal, we're
outlined in the
trying to
Student Hand¬
do primarily is
coinciding
book, and, like the
to initiate stu¬
broader issue it¬ viewpoints expressed
dent discussion
self, will be fur¬
to provide an
ther examined
- sat down to polite arena of dis¬
this semester.
course where
rounds of supportive students, fac¬
According to
Phyllis Paparazzo
ulty and staff's
applause.
'96, president of
different view¬
the RA, this week
points can be
the student gov¬
viewed and ex¬
ernment will be running a campaign pressed," Paparazzo said.
advertising the co-directed joint
"Personally, I felt the outcome
commission on alcohol, and it will
of the forum was very productive
be soliciting applications to select
and successful in raising the issues
two students from each class to
at hand," she continued "It gave the
serve on the committee.
students, faculty an arena to voice
The issues addressed at the fo¬ their opinions."

The rhetoric spouted at the open forum reflects determination to effect change, which will undoubtedly occur
with these general comments, abstract ideas and concerns (all of which were drawn from the forum floor, some of
which are opinioned), in mind:
• examination of Bates culture as a whole • principle of ethics and concern, care, honor, respect and appreciation
for self and others • how alcohol does and doesn't define social interactions and in what ways • intimidation
factors linked to alcohol • peer pressure and going along with a crowd • continued physical, economic and moral
costs of dorm damage • connection between fun and destruction • separation and isolation of Bates students and
non-students in social interactions • responsibility of drinkers and witnesses of destruction to partake, stop, re¬
port it • lax enforcement of policies, and of prosecution, by Security • lack of respect for Bates as an institution in
a physical and/or spiritual sense • culture of destruction, defined by a select group of students • historical per¬
spective of drug and alcohol habits and consequences thereof • "safe environment" of Bates • education and
attitude of students toward alcohol use and destruction (concern about first-year students' perceptions, junior
advisers' role) • reception and institution of more non-alcoholic events • students who decline Bates' offers of
admission because of rampant alcohol use, and matriculated students who leave for this same reason • increased
deposits for blue-slipped rooms • fear of responsibility of organizations and organizers who throw parties •
repeat offenders, and what the College can to do punish them (eg. informing campus, mandating community
service) • pride in school and self • toleration, or lack thereof • tougher alcohol policy or dorm damage policy •
alcohol as a selling-point for parties • Bates as compared to less destructive, but academically and demographically similar, schools • orientation session on alcohol • personal maturity • American culture's attitude toward
drinking • men as perpetrators of damage • role of friends in initiating and halting destruction • violent inten¬
tions before drinking (and therefore using drunkenness as an excuse to explain why; also, whether or not excuse
is adequate) • taking advantage of Maintenance • trends, traditions built on alcohol abuse • expectations of dorm
damage and destruction • how, who should teach self-pride, respect for school and home • apathy of system •
alcohol-related near-deaths • Bates perhaps being force to institute new policies • student-led initiatives, with
faculty and staff guidance and support • alcohol as outlet/enabler for students to do things they wouldn't if they
were sober • faculty involvement in student life outside the classroom.
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Three student activists fight for what’s Left
Trio challenges
apathetic status
quo, right’s view
of justice,
economics,
environmentalism.
by Michelle Wong
On any given Sunday morning,
when most people on campus are
sleeping in and just waking up out
of hazy dreams to trek to Commons
before it closes, sophomores David
Lieber, Renee Leduc or Jon Wallace
might be on their way to New
Hampshire to work on the ClintonGore 1996 presidential campaignThe three Bates students exude
a political savvy bordering on fer¬
vor when they talk excitedly about
what they are doing and why. All
three are members of the Bates
Democrats organization on campus,
whose membership is currently very
limited. Almost spontaneously, it
seems, they have broken the socalled Bates Bubble to rally for local
and Maine state and national liberal
agendas that represent their own
viewpoints, and equally important,
who will listen to their own con¬
cerns.
Sporadically, over the last three
months, they have attended meet¬
ings to work on the [Maine] Demo¬
cratic State Platform Committee, on
which they occupy three out of five
seats from the Androscoggin
County delegation.
In October, at the Androscoggin
County Democratic meeting, oppor¬
tunity arose to the members sur¬
prise, and they grabbed it. "[When
we ran] we would be representing
Androscoggin County at state plat¬
form meetings in 1996," Leduc said
of the Democratic State Platform
Committee. "We ended up running
and we ended up winning."
Maine has made it easy for the
three activists to become directly
involved in exploring and express¬
ing their political inclinations, which
are all long in the making. Lieber,
who hails from Chicago, said,
"Maine and New Hampshire are the
only two states where you have such
access to the political scene, the po¬
litical channels."
Lieber had tried to become a
state delegate at home, but to no
avail. Concurring with Lieber,
Leduc raved about how Maine en¬
ables seemingly ordinary people get
involved in politics, saying it is "ab¬
solutely amazing."
"I had a lot of experience in'
high school working on a number
of campaigns, trying to test my
democratic leanings," Lieber said.
During his junior and senior years
of high school, he worked on five or
six campaigns for various political
figures, including President Clinton,
an alderman and his Illinois state
representative, all of which peaked
his interest in the distribution of
public resources and policies.
"I've always been interested in

politics had really just officially be¬
gun when he arrived at Bates last
year. "It's a first for me," he said of
his increasing involvement with the
campus Democrats and reaching
out on the local scene. "I'm inter¬
ested in Democratic politics partly
because both my parents were al¬
ways involved in public service-ori¬
•«S T'W'otS*,
ented occupations."
"I don't have a personal
agenda," Wallace said. "I'm just here
to see how it [the political process]
works." Wallace serves on the labor
and economic development sub¬
committee on the state platform
committee. After talking to politi¬
cians including Lewiston's Mayor
Jenkins and State Congressman
John Baldacci, "I want to see what
kinds of things develop," he said.
Leduc's current interest reflects
her involvement on the state
platform's national resources com¬
mittee, which is primarily con¬
cerned with the ramifications of
clearcutting in the state. "We have
to address it or the Green Party will
take away more democratic votes,"
she stressed.
As recently elected vice chair of
the Democratic State Platform Com¬
mittee, Leduc shoulders the addi¬
tional responsibility of running
group meetings.
Lieber is on the government
organization and justice subcommit¬
tee of the Democratic State Platform
Committee. He cited the "don't ask,
don't tell" controversy of gays in the
military, plus the recent Referendum
1 issue and outcome, as a major in¬
centive for his interest in related is¬
sues. "Gays and lesbians can still
lose their jobs without recourse," he
continued with a tinge of indigna¬
tion in his voice.
"I think the level of political
activity on this campus is highly
apathetic," he lamented. A living
contrast to the general sleepiness
regarding campus politics, Lieber
literally wears his politics on his
sleeve with a no-Contract with
America button on his parka.
"Republicans want college stu¬
dents to be apathetic because they
see us as a force that could really
fight their proposed actions," Leduc
said.
Lieber cited federal stu¬
Renee Leduc '98, David Lieber '98 and Jon Wallace '98 loom large on the Bates and Maine state political fronts.
_■
_Paige Brown photo.
dent aid cutbacks on Stafford loans,
Medicare and Medicaid and Social
mom was a strict Democrat, and my
Security as pressing issues that stu¬
dad a Republican. That sparked
dents should be concerned about,
many heated debates. I ended up
but who, from his perspective, just
siding
with
my
mom,"
she
said,
"Republicans want
"Maine and New
do not seem to be interested. "There
grinning.
are a lot of issues that are applicable
Leduc
recalls
an
incident
that
college
students
to
be
Hampshire are the
to college students," he said in pro¬
spurred her interest and outrage
apathetic because
test.
only two states where enough to increase her knowledge
The three are refreshingly lowof and involvement in the political
you have such access system: when she was in middle they see us as a force key in profile, yet their efforts to ef¬
fect change reflect their whole¬
and the political polls were
that could really fight hearted
to the political scene, school
excitement toward their en¬
set up in the building on voting day,
deavors. They are also encouraging
she was wearing an overtly politi¬
their proposed
the political
and supportive of others who might
cal t-shirt bearing the name of one
be interested in politics, but who
actions."
of the local state representative can¬
channels."
might not be as politically directed
didates on the front. She had also
or active as they are.
slapped a campaign bumper sticker
Renee Leduc '98
David Lieber '98
"I don't want to be running
on her back, not surprisingly draw¬
around condemning other political
ing voters' attention to herself. In¬
groups," Leduc said. "I just want
evitably a school administrator,
people to get involved. It doesn't
tipped off by the opposing candi¬
matter what side they're on, just as
cent
since.
date
unendorsed
by
Leduc,
asked
politics," Leduc said. The Connecti¬
long as they participate in the po¬
Also a Connecticut local,
her to put something over her garb.
cut native added, "I grew up in a
litical process."
She's never felt the same - so inno- Wallace said that his involvement in
two-party household, where my
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Campus ails, Health Center traffic increases
Students file in
for medical
advice as viruses
abound.
by Jennifer Lacher
Despite the rash of spring-like
weather that Maine experienced this
past week, one sure sign of winter
remains: everybody's getting sick.
"The flu is here," said Chris
Tisdale, director of health services,
and it is hitting the campus fullforce. Tisdale estimated that 20 per¬
cent of the campus has been bitten
by the flu bug and figure it will stick
around for another week or two.
Tisdale described the virus as
"fast-moving and highly conta¬
gious." Young adults seem to be the
hardest hit population, both at Bates
and across Maine.
As the flu is at its most conta¬
gious stage before the symptoms
actually set in, once your roommate
or friends come down with the bug,
"it's really up to your immune sys¬
tem," Tisdale explained.
As for prevention, Tisdale sug¬
gested maintaining healthy diet and
regular exercise, washing your
hands frequently, and not sharing
glasses with friends.
The first sign of the flu is a high
fever, ranging between 100 and 103
degrees; this lasts for up to three
days. During this time, the body
will alternately suffer from chills
and sweating. Tisdale explained
that this is because the invading vi¬
rus has set the body's "thermostat"
up to 103 degrees, and to compen-

Health Center nurse Sandy examines Kathy Loomis '96, who was bitten by a bug last week.
sate, the body will shiver in an at¬
tempt to warm the body (the chills).
Once the body is warmed up to 103
degrees, it begins to let off heat (the
sweats), and the cycle repeats itself.
At the same time, you will
probably experience a bad headache
and all-over body aches, leaving the
body sapped of energy, and at this
point, Tisdale cautioned, it's time to
go to bed and rest.
"Rest is the best remedy. The
more calories the body can conserve
to fight off the virus the better," she

said.
As the fever is winding down,
the cold-like symptoms set in: sore
throat, congestion, runny nose, and
coughing. The flu generally runs its
course in about five days, Tisdale
said, and in the meantime, she rec¬
ommended plenty of rest — "Don't
do sports ... get to bed and don't do
anything you don't have to do;"
drinking lots of fluids —- "We rec¬
ommend a minimum of one glass of
fluid per hour to prevent dehydra¬
tion associated with the fever;'' and

Tylenol, not aspirin, to relieve the
aches and help bring down the fe¬
ver.
Tisdale said that aspirin, in ad¬
dition to being hard on your stom¬
ach, is not recommended for chil¬
dren and young adults suffering
from flu-like symptoms as it is as¬
sociated with Reyes Syndrome,
which can be fatal.
Additionally, Tisdale said that
over-the-counter medicines like
Sudafed will help relieve congestion
but they are not cures: "We're re-
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allyjust treating the symptoms," she
said. And finally, as the appetite re¬
turns, foods high in carbohydrates
and calories are best.
The Health Center, flooded
with an additional 20 to 30 calls and
visits a day, is not flooded with pa¬
tients, and Tisdale explained that
many students are just staying in
their rooms and resting. However,
Tisdale cautioned that if the tem¬
perature rises above 103 degrees or
returns after having broken once or
if the symptoms are lasting more
than five days with a bad cough, it
is time to call or come into the
Health Center. Another warning
sign is dehydration, Tisdale said:
"Watch for severe dizziness and dry,
cracked lips."
Separate from this virus is a
stomach virus that is not quite as
prevalent as the first bug but has a
lot of students bedridden. There is
generally no fever associated with
this virus, but those hit will experi¬
ence nausea, vomiting or diarrhea.
If vomiting occurs, Tisdale recom¬
mended that you wait two hours
and then start with small sips of
clear liquids. Again, she said, the
risk of dehydration is high and re¬
plenishing the body with fluids is
crucial. However, if after four to six
hours you cannot keep anything
down, a call to the Health Center is
in order.
The good news, Tisdale con¬
cluded, is that she has not seen a lot
of the more severe complications
sometimes accompany the flu, such
as pneumonia. But for those who
are victims of the bug, Tisdale reit¬
erated the need for rest and lots of
liquids. Where's Dr. Mom when
you need her?
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Opinions of CHC, WRBC operations differ
Continued from Page 1
eration for bands, and for CHC to
land big name concerts they must
get bands that are ready to break
into the national scene, but are still
playing-at colleges. "Live is bigger
than the Grey Cage now," noted
Taylor.
After CHC agrees upon a band,
Blood explained, it must then place
a bid. This process, which can take
anywhere from three to seven
weeks, poses the-club with a signifi¬
cant risk. "As soon as we have made
a bid our hands are tied financially
— we cannot bid on any other
bands," Blood said. "Our budget
only allows us to extend ourselves
to one group at a time."
If a bid falls through, the
semester's chance for a concert be¬
comes bleak. "Our hands were tied
up with Rusted Root from June un¬
til the end of first semester," Blood
said. The band rejected CHC's bid
late into the year, ensuring that other
concerts could not be booked before
the end of the semester.
• Is the music scene in the details
or the big picture?
The fact that students are com¬
plaining about the lack of music last
semester, for Blood, indicates the
prominence of the big name concert
in the student body's perception of
the Bates concert scene.
"People look for the large con¬
cert. That's how they judge the mu¬
sic scene at Bates," he said. "When
you really look at it, I think the mu¬
sic scene has been much better than
in years past." Blood listed Guster,
New Kingdom, and Mark Erelli as
examples of a thriving campus con¬
cert atmosphere.
Yet Rukenbrod suggested that
campus concerts have been on the
decline, since they once occurred
almost weekly, and now seldom
happen, and with less variety than
ever before.
"Stuff like punk, ska, metal and
rap — they're totally not repre¬
sented on this campus," he said.
"This place needs a kick in the ass.
This place needs a ska band on cam¬
pus!"
This dearth of live music feeds
campus boredom and mischief,
Rukenbrod argued. "We're stuck on
campus with the winter doldrums,
gettin' drunk every weekend, with
nothin' else to do," he said. "The
emphasis needs to shift from alco¬
hol to having a party."
"As a J.A., I see first-years who
really want something more than
just alcoholic events. I want people
to start going to concerts for the
bands first, with alcohol just hap¬
pening to be there," said Karen Little
'97, WRBC board member. "From
observing the ska band that played
last semester, I know that the cam¬
pus does too."
Yet some argue that CHC
events constitute the most respon¬
sible place on campus for alcohol
consumption. "I think it's probably
the most controlled use of it. [CHC]
knows how to throw a party," said
Kevin Wyatt '97, WRBC board mem¬
ber. "They're good at making sure

A WRBC deejay spins a disc in the studio. Might she try to bring her favorite band to campus?
people are responsible. They them¬
selves are responsible."
Blood also cited the trend
within CHC to provide entertain¬
ment-centered social events. He
noted that the organization had
hosted comedy events such as
Coach Tom Whiteley, an a capella
invitational and the Winter Carnival
semiformal, which featured The
Weasels, a rhythm-and- blues band,
and the A1 Corey Orchestra.
Finally, Taylor noted that there

was to sponsor concerts. "As the
campus radio station, I feel that it is
our responsibility," she said. Little,
and many other WRBC board mem¬
bers, suggested that the radio station
could do a better job than CHC in
getting big-scale bands.
Blood vehemently objected.
"We are truly the most qualified ...
we not only have connections with
bands and agents, but we know
where we can get the best deals on
sound and lighting production," he

Paige Brown photo.

and want to play anywhere they
can," he said. "They have major la¬
bel releases out, but might not be
well known bands yet."
With the profits gleaned from
early concerts, the organization
could grow, Wyatt explained. "Be¬
fore you know it, you have a cam¬
pus organization that started with
people throwing in $250, and in¬
stead of getting credit for a Page
kegger, they became part of this
larger entity... that every few weeks

Does Bates allocate enough funds for student organizations?
are specific advantages to large con¬
certs. They're convenient, not based
on alcohol, are high energy and
bring the community together, he
suggested. Such concerts are "a ser¬
vice that we offer to the Maine com¬
munity as well."
• CHC vs. WRBC

Most students agree that CHC
does an excellent job running con¬
certs. "CHC as an organization has
superior organizational skills. They
have an excellent apprentice core,"
Rukenbrod explained. This view is
widespread throughout WRBC. "I
think CHC should handle the big
concerts because they can handle
them. It's an important job, a neces¬
sary job," Wyatt said.
While Lindenfelser agreed that
CHC's reputation for smooth con¬
cert production is well-founded, he
argued that WRBC could do a bet¬
ter job locating and recruiting bands.
Now that WRBC has emerged from
its long- standing debt, many of its
members wish for the station to
branch out.
"The new group really, really
seems to want concerts here and will
get concerts here," Lindenfelser
said. Little, who served as WRBC's
Public Relations Director last year,
explained that one of her primary
motivations to become an officer

said. "After the Dave Matthews
Band and Big Head Todd were here,
the crew said that we were the most
efficient college crew that they had
ever experienced."
Taylor added that CHC has be¬
come linked into media outlets, pro¬
motional strategies, and long-stand¬
ing relationships with agents.
"When you have a good track
record, it really helps you to be com¬
petitive," he explained. "I don't
think any group of students can step
in." He cited the fear of burnout as
a major factor justifying the current
division of concert labor.
• The dark horse

Some within WRBC have pro¬
posed an organization which could
work alongside CHC. This group
would ask campus clubs to donate
their party budgets. Wyatt ex¬
plained that because these budgets
seldom top $1000, campus parties
usually cannot afford to hire live
bands. By combining budgets, the
organization would attract groups
which no one group could afford.
The radio station, Wyatt ex¬
plained, would access their music
connections to attract bands. WRBC
receives "a slew" of unsolicited re¬
quests from bands wishing to play
at Bates, Rukenbrod said. "All of
these bands want to get exposure

brings a national act," he said. Ac¬
cording to Lindenfelser, Chase
House, WAC, and WRBC have al¬
ready agreed to consider joining the
group.
Taylor noted several hurdles for
the proposed organization, mainly
"tremendous financial and legal li¬
abilities." He cited the infamous
Devon Square concert, which has
kept WRBC in the red for the past
three years, as an example of the fi¬
nancial risks run in by concert orga¬
nizations. He said that "one student
organization would have to shoul¬
der the legal and financial responsi¬
bilities" for the concert for the whole
group.
Rodney Weaver '97, current
Representative Assembly Treasurer
and WRBC board member, ob¬
served a need for there to be a more
detailed explication of the structure
of this "umbrella" concert organiza¬
tion. "There would just have to be
some spelling out of who would
have control over this," he said.
"And there would have to be a lot
of trust involved on all the organi¬
zations as to who actually gets to put
their hands on the money. But also,
I'm not even sure if that's possible."
• RA dreams the impossible
dream

A constant quest for all student

organizations, CHC has a particu¬
lar need for more funding. The prin¬
ciple complaint about CHC's man¬
agement, the need for fall semester
concerts, would be alleviated by
greater financial resources.
"CHC, with the resources they
have, have made tough choices,"
said Taylor. "More money would
give them the flexibility and latitude
to bid on simultaneous shows."
Problems like those posed by the
extended negotiations with Rusted
Root would largely become a thing
of the past.
Yet, the RA cannot take such a
need into account when determin¬
ing CHC's funding. "You could say
the same thing about speaker costs,"
Weaver said. "If an organization like
Solidaridad Latina wanted more
money so they could put out bids
on two or three different speakers,
they would have the same justifica¬
tion about asking for more money."
Currently, Bates College does
not allocate enough funds for stu¬
dent organizations, said Weaver.
Later this week, the newly formed
Funding Committee will send a let¬
ter to the President, Trustees, Deans
and the Treasurer of the College to
petition for more money.
"[Student organizations] are
planning events they can't afford,"
he said. "But the reason they can't
afford it is because no one organi¬
zation is given enough money to
have three or four events."
• Examining the division of labor

Where there is a division of la¬
bor, there will be those who ques¬
tion the need for it. Currently, Bates
College divides the labor of throw¬
ing concerts and running a music
organization between CHC and
WRBC, and there is a grqundswell
of those who want to see if they can
duplicate CHC's successes while
continuing to run a radio station
year-round.
"With equal funding, WRBC
could run better concerts than
CHC," said Karma Foley '97, a
former WRBC board member.
Individuals like Wyatt, how¬
ever, feel that the campus music
scene is big enough for competition,
particularly from those who have a
different perspective than CHC.
"In proposing something like
this, its not an anti-CHC measure.
In no way," said Wyatt. "CHC has
a job that they need to do and they
also will throw the smaller concerts
when the offers come their way....
While we're talking to the labels,
they're talking to the promoters."
Yet there are some who don't
want to tamper with an organization
that possesses a strong organiza¬
tional structure, a solid core of mem¬
bership and a history of profession¬
ally running large scale concerts.
"CHC still is very much a
needed and a viable organization,
throwing campus-wide events that
add to the campus life," Taylor said.
"I think we should be thankful that
we have students involved in CHC
that have the desire, experience and
knowledge of the music industry to
fill this need."
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Convenient morality
The Alaskan service industry and its effects on morality
to buy work clothes. I'm expected
to be concerned with insurance and
buying a vacuum cleaner —
Hoover, Schmoover. My now-mar¬
When I was six years old I
ried sister tells me over and over
wanted to be a fireman. Nobody
again how happy she is in married
told me, "No, Jess, that's
life, without me asking. I have
firewoman," or asked why I wanted
friends in jail, in the army, in rehab
to be a fireman, they just let me want
centers, and working in conve¬
to be one. But I changed my mind.
nience stores. I have friends who
When I was eight I wanted to be a
should be in jail, in the army, and
chef and a sci¬
in rehab centers.
entist, which
But no one
explains why
should have to
most of the
work in a convefood I prepare
nience store.
I have friends who
is ... experi¬
I've been there.
mental. I also
"Video
should
be
in
jail,
in
joined
Girl" was my in¬
Brownies (the
nocuous title at
the army, and in
subservient
Sea Mart in
Girl Scouts)
rehab centers. But
Sitka, Alaska.
that
year,
Initially, I went
no one should have
quitting after
to gut fish for a
three months.
living, having
to work in a
My sister said
heard that the
I'd hate it. I
money
was
convenience store.
re memb e r
good and the
they lined all
scenery better.
I've been there.
twelve of us
But when I ar¬
eight year
rived two days
olds up for a
late for Halibut
promotion, red wedge to yellow,
season and Black Cod didn't begin
and each girl was asked why she
for another month, work for the
liked Brownies. I was the last one
fisheries fell through (^special note
in line. Every girl before me said, "I
to God: thank you, thank you,
like Brownies because its fun."
thank you). So I chose to work
When it was my turn, I adjusted my
nights at Sea Mart. Sea Mart, the
orange necktie and brown pleated
spirit of Alaska, for a five hour shift.
skirt, and calmly replied, "I like
This is after working nine hours in
Brownies because you get patches."
an outdoor equipment store with a
The audience laughed at me, and I
Bible-beating boss named Ron and
didn't know why. (Yes, get out your
his neurotic co-workers: two teen¬
handkerchiefs). I only made it to the
age boys who enjoyed leaving me
second level, though, because the af¬
notes like, "Jess is a dyke," a young
ter-school snacks were always
woman named "Angie" who
chocolate, and I was allergic to
would tell me about the bar fights
chocolate. In other words, I quit
she had had with the locals the
because while eleven other girls got
night before, and a middle-aged
to eat Oreos, I was the loser in the
woman whom they call "Lulu,"
corner eating a graham cracker.
and kept in the back. Lulu came
My parents didn't make me
out once to show me her knee fun¬
stay and grow to the mature, green
gus.
Girl Scout, they never made those
Needless to say, after nine
kind of decisions for me (they just
hours of this, I was less than eager
made me eat lima beans, which has
to start my shift at Sea Mart. I never
probably scarred me in unimagin¬
got dinner in between jobs, so I'd
able ways). For my first school pic¬
eat the scraps from the sandwich
ture my sister and I were getting
table. There is nothing romantic
dressed, and my mom said, "Ok
about poverty, especially when it
girls, I want you to go upstairs and
involves bologna loaf. I stood at the
put on your favorite outfit." Kate
counter in a presentable, efficient
came down in a red dress with
green t-shirt and jeans, with a
puffed sleeves. I appeared wearing
stained maroon apron. I kept the
playground jeans and a yellow tJujubees in the front pocket, and
shirt with a picture of a skunk hold¬
wore the badge "Jessica." Ten-fif¬
ing a flower in its mouth. I called
teen at night was always the worst,
him "Smelly."
because the fisherman would come
I really don't think I was that
in after a sixteen hour shift gutting
out of the ordinary, I just liked to
fish, covered in scales and the
have fun. I liked to laugh, and I
smell. These men hadn't seen a
didn't want anyone to tell me what
woman, no matter that she was
to do. Not much has changed, ex¬
covered in mustard, meat grease,
cept for everyone else's expectations
and boxed brownie mix, in sixteen
of me. All of sudden I'm supposed
hours. They were starved, raven¬

By Jessica Anthony

ous beasts wanting to set up new
video accounts.
Jess: "Your name please?"
Beast: "Beast."
Jess: "Ok, and your telephone
number?"
•
Beast: "747-S-T-U-D. What's
your's honey?"
Jess: "I don't have a phone.
Address please?"
Beast: "Come on, everybody's
got a tele¬
phone. What
should I watch
tonight?

discourse on the ambiguous nature
of the word "morals," shall we?
First of all, the different conno¬
tations between "moral" and its
plural are great. Great as in large,
not terrific, although large (and its
meaning) is a terrific word. If some¬
one is "moral" they encapsulate all,
every last nook and cranny, of mo¬
rality. They can do no wrong? But
isn't anything 'all' impossible? You
can always
add one more
to the furthest
extreme.

Phew! Long
(“Note my use
Don't rely on what
day. Shitter of
of 'always,'
a long day..."
perhaps the
society's
Jess:
only true use
"Umm, ad¬
of the word:
expectations of titles
dress?"
there can al¬
Beast:
ways be more,
are, or you'll find
even if that
[gives address,
yourself constantly
then stares]
more must be
"Anybody
imagined).
frustrated and
ever tell you ya
Then, if no one
look like Jodie
can be moral,
disappointed.
Foster? Maybe
one
might
I'll rent Silence
have a few
of the Lambs
morals. But no
tonight, heh,
one would.
heh, heh."
No one would
say they have a few morals, because
- Jess: [thinking she'd like to si¬
in opposition to what morals they
lence his lamb] "Yeah, do that."
Like the blindly self-angelic have, the rest is anti-moral, or im¬
moral. But, if one has morals, with¬
Dante of the pragmatic Randall
out the restrictive "few," well, that
from the movie "Clerks," I found
leaves the judgmental Gods of Defi¬
myself trying to relate my experi¬
nition in the dark. Either it's moral
ences with "convenience service"
or immoral, or maybe you don't
with either of the main characters',
give a rats ass, and you're amoral.
and I couldn't. I don't blame others
But even these titles are titles.
for my position in life, because I
We can't escape labels and cat¬
chose to be here. I also didn't spit
egorization, it's how human beings
water in the face of a customer to
organize and relate with each other.
prove I am a self-titling person.
Don't rely on what society's expec¬
Granted, my choices were influ¬
tations of titles are, or you'll find
enced from any number of pressures
yourself constantly frustrated and
in my environment, but I can come
disappointed. Anyone who expects
and go as I please. I could drop ev¬
a wink and a smile from every toll
erything and leave Bates tomorrow
if I wanted ... wow. The appealing booth worker leads a cruel, shaded
life bom from a lack of understand¬
immediacy of radical satisfaction. Is
ing of what it means to have to
this the freedom for which so many
smile at people who don't smile
Gen X-ers obscurely and ineffec¬
tively write? Maybe if I throw in a back.
Even with the choices my par¬
few whacked-out references to a
ents let me make, I find now that I
store near where I grew up, Norma's
had no choice in those choices of¬
Bait and Stained Glass, I can pretend
it had some catastrophic effect on fered to me. I try not to envision
the human race as robotic: parades
why the only time I enjoyed the
of glazed eyes and invisible hand¬
movie was when Randall spun the
cuffs binding wrists. It isn't fun.
Tostito chip around a jar of salsa to
The pay was good in Alaska, and
the theme of Jaws.
eventually I made it to England.
Hell, I'm no angel. Why, a good
And I must say the bike ride home
friend of mine just recently called
as the night began under a setting
me the antichrist. But somehow I've
midnight sun was worth every
managed to stay out of trouble even
minute. In order to survive "con¬
with the freedoms my parents gave
venience service," you must sepa¬
me. I can't say I've never lied,
rate yourself completely from the
cheated, or stolen anything, I think
we all have in some way, unless job, knowing that it doesn't reflect
someone was there making our who you are or what you are ca¬
"moral" decisions for us: which only pable of achieving. It's hell, but
temporary hell. And who said Sa¬
makes you want to do the opposite
tan doesn't need assistants?
of what they say. Let's dive into a

Feeling contemplative? Write for the Features section, articles due Friday before publication.
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The utility of the campus bulletin board
Evaluating various public spaces for campus creative and political expression and critiquing the value of anonymity
The more I think about it (and I
must admit I had never given it
much thought before), the more in¬
When I was approached about teresting the issues surrounding
writing an article for The Bates Stu¬ public bulletin boards become. You
dent, I almost dropped my salsa. I know these boards. Every once in a
had kinda figured that they had while they appear in Chase Hall —
blacklisted me as a writer. But I complete with colored markers or
thought, okay, I only lose two or pens, a paper covered wall, and a
three friends per article, I can write display or words that serve to ignite
another. What should I write it on is responses. I can think of four that I
the next question — The juxtaposi¬ remember clearly: two on my fish¬
tion of The Roaring Twenties theme ing buddy Jesus, one for Rape
for Winter Carnival and the Alcohol Awareness Week, and one for MLK
Abuse forum? Oh! I can see the day. Within twenty-four hours,
headline: "Zimmerman says the these walls are covered in quips,
quotes, and fur¬
only Alcohol
ther questions—
Abuse on
as well as harsh,
campus is
angry, accusa¬
when Secu¬
tory paragraphs
rity steals
"Sign your name!"
full of large
kegs and lets
words, large
the beer get
people scream. But
ideas, and pow¬
warm and
erful rhetoric.
flat while it
why? Why must
Amazing! One
sits in the
basement
an idea be connected would never
guess they call us
evidence
an apathetic gen¬
to a name... unless
room of that
eration.
silly looking
of course, it's the
My per¬
tiny brick hut
sonal
experience
until they re¬
name you want to
with bulletin
turn the notboards has been
so-empty
argue with.
fairly positive. It
and use the
started last year
money
to
with a Bates
buy Larry
Johnson a new slick trench-coat." Christian Fellowship display on the
But my editor breaks my flow — ten myths of Christianity. Their dis¬
write it on bulletin boards, he tells play dispelled these myths and I
me. Bulletin boards? Yeah, as a place posted a five page letter giving rea¬
fnr written dialogue and argument. sons why the mvths were actually
Ahh. Bulletin boards. How can I true. I wrote about Jesus having
anger people by writing about bul¬ nothing to do with Paul's crazy
letin boards? I ask. You'll manage, scheme called Christianity and a
whole lot of other unpopular things.
he says. So here I go.

By Alex Zimmerman
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Many people responded, and I re¬
sponded, and they responded, and
I.... By the end of the week, I had
learned mucho. Mostly that history
is the myth agreed upon.
The first question must be: Are
these bulletin boards helpful? How
do we measure 'helpful?' Do Rob¬
ert and Celeste cuddle up under
blankets, eat Chinese food, and
while watching "Adam's Rib" dis¬
cuss the wonderful new level of in-
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One puckish resident took the opportunity presented by the house bulletin board to express dissatisfaction with
residential living through the creative use of metaphor and hyperbole.
_Paige Brown photo.
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telligent and understanding discus¬
sions they have noticed on campus?
I don't think we'll be able to mea¬
sure anything — and that's fine. It's
more important as a process. The
process of throwing ideas around,
between people of very different
opinions, is an important one. Im¬
portant because it lets us learn other
views, and maybe even change our
own ideas. If you can't change your
mind, do you have one? Just the fact
that people are responding on these
boards, responding with mostly
thoughtful and passionate writing,
is a wonderful step towards under¬
standing. A place, mind you, we
will never reach, but must always
be striving for.
The second issue I wish to raise
is that of anonymity. Some say that
if you write something you should
have the courage to stand behind
your convictions. "Sign your
name!" people scream. But why?
Why must an idea be connected to
a name... unless of course, it's the
name you want to argue with. If
Wes Avram wants to comment on
the absurdity of the human need for
a god, yet he doesn't want compro¬
mise his job, why should he sign his
name? His idea will stand, or fall,
on its own. On its own. It's not his
idea. He doesn't own it. When
someone responds, they will be re¬
sponding to the idea; not the author.
Well, that's an ideal world — people
are too greedy, too possessive, they
love to see their names scrawled out
on a wall (just look in any bath¬
room). I, too, am guilty; this article
is not anonymous. So we all sign
our names, but those who choose
not to — they are the brave ones.
So now, an interesting question
— Why bulletin boards? What about
the Internet? A newspaper? Other
methods? Clearly The Student is

not the place — for although they
often print controversial pieces or
letters to the editor (albeit not last
week — with the exception of A.
Gaynor and Laura Shulman's letter
— the other two left me in stitches.
Some poor (?) kid who can't get to
the ATM? And a group of whining
athletes. My tears go out to all of
you.), they also must report on
Sports, News, and all that other dull
stuff. So where can a forum for se¬
rious discussion be set up? The In¬
ternet? Sure! It's a great idea. Per¬
haps a list-serve group for discus¬
sions. Or maybe a MUD, MUSH,
IRC, or even better a USENET News
group. A newspaper could work as
well. The paper would have to be
solely dedicated to discussions and
wouldn't edit or censor anything.
Basically just a massive "letters to
the editor" newspaper. But: the In¬
ternet takes time to learn and is frus¬
trating to others. A newspaper
would require staff, a budget, and
probably have to deal with the ad¬
ministration in some sort of annoy¬
ing bureaucratic way.
And so becomes clear the
beauty of a bulletin board! It re¬
quires little effort or understanding
and is simple to set up. Bates could
dedicate a certain area where either
cork or paper would always be
present. The topic could change
every week, or last as long as the
comments posted weren't getting
old. People will raise their pens and
whether they spew memorized
rhetoric about subverting the domi¬
nant paradigm or actually have
original creative statement to add,
it will, if nothing else, foster further
discussion and give Bates students
the opportunity to do something
they never do outside (and inside?)
the classroom — think on their own.
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Episode IV: The last of the famous international
SUMMER JOBS.

PROPELLED LIKE THE SECOND

COMING LATE FOR THE ARMAGENDON,

I FLED.

Last June, I packed up the old jeep
AND HEADED OUT TO MARTHA’S VINEYARD
WrTH MY BROTHER JONAH, IN SEARCH OF '
GOOD FRIENDS, GOOD DRUGS, AND GOOD LOVIN’.

THE

JEEP ACTUALLY TURNED OUT TO BE KEY: WE HAD TO SLEEP IN iT
FOR TWO WEEKS BEFORE FINDING, WITH THREE HIGH SCHOOL CHUMS, AN
UNFINISHED, MITE-INFESTED, GROSSLY OVERPRICED SHACK.

ALTHOUGH TT DID COME WrTH

DISASSEMBLED RECREATIONAL PARAPHENALIA OF VARIOUS SORTS AND A STAGGERING COLLECTION OF
EMPTY BOTTLES OF BEERS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD WHICH LINED THE BEAMS OF THE UNINSULATED WALLS,
SO AT LEAST WE DIDN’T NEED TO DECORATE.

Any chance for a continuous refrain of “Summer Lovin” went out with the bong water when Joney and i hooked up
WTTH the

A&P

IN EdgARTOWN FOR THE SUMMER, WHICH, UNTIL RECENTLY,

WrTHOUT BELABORING THE POINT TOO MUCH,
RECORD OF PRODUCING
E R E D
ON

'W

OUR

I WAS UNDER CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENT NOT TO WRTTE ABOUT.

I LL TELL YOU THAT I WORKED IN THE MEAT ROOM - I ESTABLISHED, ON THE LAST DAY THERE, A PERSONAL

I 20 POUNDS OF SAUSAGE IN A HALF-HOUR - WHILE MY ESTEEMED FRATER HELD THE POSTTION OF “STORE LEVELER,” UNIVERSALLY CONSID-

THE MOST TEDIOUS JOB IN THE STORE, FOR WHICH HE WALKED FROM AISLE TO AISLE PULLING PRODUCTS TO THE FRONTS OF THE SHELVES.

EXPERIENCE AT THE ’MART,

As AN ASIDE, WE’RE PLANNING A STTCOM

BASED

FEATURING JOHNNY DEPP AS ME AND TOM SELECK AS THE BUTCHER WHO NEVER WENT MORE THAN FIVE MINUTES WrTHOUT SAYING SOMETHING SUPREMELY CONDESCEND¬

ING TO ME OR MENTIONING THE WORD “HOOTERS”;

I’m SURE THERE’S A CONNECTION THERE_

The crux of all this, in the context of Generation X, is that both my brother and I decided independantly that we were never going to work again; not, mind you, never work again in
CORPERATE OR CAPITALIST AMERICA.

LtTERALLY NEVER AGAIN, IN ANY CAPACTTY.

FROM SUBMITTING TO SUMMER LONG CASE OF NARCOLEPSY.

It

WAS NO FUN.

I WEPT DAILY, TO BE HONEST, CONSTANTLY BEATING MYSELF ABOUT THE FACE AND NECK TO PREVENT MYSELF

My BROTHER, TAKING MORE DRASTIC MEASSURES, TOLD ME OVER A CAESAR SALAD THAT HE’D RATHER STARVE THAN GO BACK TO WORK.

I WOULD SAY THAT THE GENERATION RIFT, SUCH AS IT EXISTS WITH THE SO-CALLED GENERATION

X

AND THE BABY BOOMERS — TOWARD WHICH

I

FEEL NO DIRECT ALLEGIENCE — IS IN SOME WAYS

We

REVELUTIONARY WHILE THE INDIVIDUALS WHO COMRISE IT ARE NOT BY SHEER LACK OF UNIFORMITY; THERE’S NOTHING POLITICALLY MOTIVATED ABOUT X’ERS, AS AN ENTITY.
FLOWER CHILDREN OR STUDENTS FOR DEMOCRIAIC SOCIETY, OR FOR ANY SOCIETY REALLY.

At

At

BEST, WE ARE THE GENERATION WHO COULDN’T MAKE UP ITS MIND;

WON’T BE REMEMBERED AS

WORST, THE GENERATION WHO WOULDN’T.

But not for a reason, not to do something else or different. The word dysfunctional comes to mind, but I’ll leave that alone.
Before I write this whole thing based on large generalizations, I want to say three things: first, that I’m sure there are people looking for jobs whose redeeming feature is money
BUT THEY ARE NOT EMBLEMATIC OF GENERATION

X

THE WAY THE WERE OF THE POST-B-BOOM YUPPIES.

HERE ISN T JUST FOR PEOPLE WHO CAN AFFORD THE LUXURY OF NOT WORKING;
ON WHATEVER LEVEL,
SITUATION.

No

SECOND, ALTHOUGH THIS WORKS ONLY ON A THEORTTCAL LEVEL, THE ECONOMIC APATHY I’m SNIFFING AT

ONE SHOULD HAVE TO WORK AND IF GENERATION

IS FULL OF BISCUITS, EVEN IF YOUR MOTIVATIONS ARE ALTRUISTIC, AS WE’RE TOLD THEY WERE IN THE SIXTIES.

X

STANDS FOR ANYTHING IT’S THAT A SOCIETY THAT ENDORSES WORK ETHIC,

MOST PEOPLE AT THE

And THIRD, MY MOTHER LIKES TO QUOTE SOMEONE WHO SAYS "I’VE BEEN RICH AND I’VE BEEN POOR AND RICH IS BETTER.”

He

BROTHER SAID HE’D RATHER STARVE THAN WORK, HE DIDN’T MEAN HE WANTED TO STARVE.

WANTS AN ALFA ROMERO.

He

A5.P

HATED THEIR JOBS REGARDLESS OF FINANCIAL

THAT IS TO SAY, TO HELL WITH MARTYRING YOURSELF.

WHEN MY

WAS JUST PRIORTTZING.

My SENSE IS THAT, UNLIKE OTHER GENERATIONAL SPLITS THAT HAVE OCCURED IN THIS HALF OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, THIS ONE IS MARKED BY GRATUITY.

That’s NOT TO SAY I THINK TT’s BAD, BUT IT IS

GENERALLY MOTIVATED EXCLUSIVELY BY A LACK OF MOTTVATTON TO DO WHAT PEOPLE HAVE ALWAYS DONE: TO ENTER SOCIETY AND TO PROCUR SOME SORT OF NICHE; TO JOIN OR NOT JOIN THE SYSTEM BUT TO, ON
SOME LEVEL, WHETHER PERSONAL OR SOCIETAL, PRODUCE.

IN

CONSIDERING GENERATION

X

AS EPIDEMIC AS OPPOSED TO TYPICALLY SUBVERSIVE,

itself as.

I

THINK YOU’VE GOT TO GIVE CREDENCE TO WHAT THIS GENERATION, IN ALL OF ITS GLORIOUS SELF-PROMOTION, SELLS

No one I hang out with has Plans, in the big sense of

THE WORD, AND THAT’S WHAT THE MEDIA’S LATCHED ON TO.

It’s AS IF
Next : Generation X and A.I.D.S. : a generation aged

ALL YOU’VE GOTTA DO WHEN ASKED ABOUT LIFE AS AN ADULT IS BABBLE
AND THEN “WHAT IT BOILS DOWN TO IS I HAVEN’T GOT IT FIGURED OUT JUST

BEFORE ITS TIME?

DEVELOPING SEXUALITY IN THE MIDST OF A

PLAGUE IN AN ERA OF MASS" MARKET ED SEX.

UM =<» j

AND ANECDOTES. EMOTIONAL TRAUMA AND UNEXPECTED STRENGTH.
INFECTOUS, SPREADING RAPIDLY AND COHERENTLY, WITHOUT A CARE
ABOUT BEING HELD TO ANYTHING IT’S SAID IN THE PAST, GENERATION

c
I WANT TO BE A RASPY-VOICED FOLK SINGER.
It’s STRANGE;

X

Please sueMrr any thoughts on this topic to 224- Chase
Hall by the Saturday prior to publication to be eligible for

HAS ENGAGED THE COUNTRY AS THE GENERATION THAT’S GONE WRONG.

consideration.

It’s contagious.

PAGE OF SINGLE-SPACED TEXT.

It’s growing.

It’s probably harmless but who

HAS THE ENERGY TO FIGURE THAT OUT.. .

TIONAL COMMENTARY.

SHARING STORIES

YET... [BUT] EVERYTHING IS JUST FINE, FINE, FINE.”

I WANT TO FIND A SELF-RESPECTING JOB.

All submissions should be no longer than a

- GaBE FRIED

I WANT TO REMAIN DISTANT YET REVEAL SOMETHING COMPLETELY HONEST, TRUE, AND WORTHY OF GENERA¬

I FIND MYSELF,IN THIS POSITION AS A COMMENTATOR WHEN MY EXPERIENCE IS MERELY A COMPILATION OF MOVIE, TV, AND MUSIC REFERENCES RATED ON SOME GRAND POINT

SYSTEM AND A SLIGHT ATTENTION TO INSIGNIFICANT DETAIL IN ORDER TO BE BEUEVABLE.

My participation in this generation is dubiously credible, from an indulgence in Richard Linklatter movies to an investment in Wham! vinyl.

I notice patterns: an appreciation of

carbonaTion from Mountain Dew to micro brews, melancholy music that’s good to dance to, all that’s pulpy, catchy, retroactive, and retrospective.
OUTGROWN THE BIGGEST OF THE BIG PANTS.

My

RELATION TO THE MAINSTREAM HAS BEEN A SERIOUS ENVY OF IT,

RELATING TO PEOPLE OTHER THAN THOSE OF MY CATEGORICAL GENERATION.

My

LANGUAGE NEEDS TO CHANGE WHEN

But I am tired.

I

SPEAK TO PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT EXPERIENCES, BUT

I

FIND MYSELF RESORTING

EXCLUSIVE REFERENCES.
When I AM HOME WrTH my family, there is consistent chatter of generations, but it has more to do with WHERE I CAME from than the
SMART KID TITLE I HAVE EARNED.
identtty.

I HEAR I HAVE MY FATHER’S EYEBROWS, OR MY AUNT GRACE’S LIPS, AND I SPLASH ABOUT IN THIS HARMLESS

Typically there are four generations represented at our family gatherings, so I am a depository, a holder of

FEATURES AND QUIRKS UNTIL NEW BABIES ARE BORN.

It’s SO VrTAL TO BE A PART OF SOMETHING BIGGER THAN MYSELF, TO

BE DEVOID OF THE SMUG LAUGHTER WHICH LINGERS IN THE BACK OF MY THROAT WHEN I UNDERSTAND SOMETHING
ALL TOO WELL.

Perhaps Generation X has created as an identity lacking a comparative notion,
AN ABILITY TO STEP OUTSIDE OF OUR SUFFOCATING SAUSAGE CASING AND SEE THAT
WHICH IS NOT SILVER, PLASTIC, AND BENDABLE.
MY LOOK OF DISSATISFACTION.

I feel old.

NOT IN SUCH A WAY AS TO FIND PANTS THAT SPECIFICALLY FIT AROUND MY WAIST,

I HAVE POLISHED

I HAVE CULTIVATED MY

FEELINGS OF DISDAIN.
Laura Lambert

4

BUT IN
TO

I have
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66Iwent
from house to
house,gettingaity
foodor clothes
they would
give me.
Ihandedital
outtoany needy
people in the
neighborhood.
-Jack Powell
So/isbury, MD

Jack Powell is one of the liffle answers
to ike big problems lacing every com¬
munity in America. And because there

BATMAN'S BEST FRIEND ISN'T
ON THE STREETS TONIGHT

are more people than problems,
things will gel done. All you have to
do is something. Do anything. lo lind

People said that Commissioner Gordon had heart. He was a tough cop, and proud of it.
Eating right, exercise, vacations—those things were for guys not so tough.
Tobacco was part of it. A smoke would jump-start the day, help
him get through a long night, mellow out the bad hours.
Then one day all the pain in the world collected in his chest and squeezed.
Jim Gordon's heart wasn't working right anymore. That made
it hard to be tough. And even harder to be proud.

For information about helping your heart to work
right, call or write your nearest American Heart Association.

IT’S NOT WORTH THE WEIGHT.

m © ® s?e (f^a

un

For better health and fitness, exercise.

cut how, call I (800) 6/7-5515.

O

Points of Light
FOUNDATION

Do something good. Feel something real.

American Heart
Association IpF

We Can Think
Of 9 Good
Reason;
To Immunize
On Time*

But You Only
Need One.

Measles
Mumps
Diphtheria
Tetanus
Hepatitis B
Rubella
Spinal Meningitis
Pertussis
Polio
Immunize On Time.
Your Baby’s Counting bn You. Call 1-800-232-2522

5 p American Heart Association
■)

1992, American Heart Association

U.S. Department of Health and Human Seivices.
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Forum
Picking np onr own
pieces: Solutions to
alcohol abuse at Bates
To what degree are the Bates Administration and Bates professors
in loco parentis? To what extent is your roomate or next door neighbor?
Though we may be old enough to live alone on a college campus, the recent
Representative Assembly forum on the use of alcohol on the Bates campus
raised serious discussion about which method of insuring student safety
concerning alcohol use works better: personal responsibility or restrictive
administrative policies. Everyone who participated in last Tuesday's open
forum on alcohol use at Bates agreed that it is absolutely not the job of the
Administration to regulate student use or abuse of alcohol, but it was ac¬
knowledged that the recent campus destruction was linked directly to alco¬
hol abuse, and that action of some sort is necessary. A handful of students
are not taking personal responsibility, and as always, the masses suffer the
consequences of the actions of a few.
Apalling as the meager faculty attendance at the forum was, the
largely student-generated ideas were bountiful and positive. Students were
the ones who adamantly advocated personal responsibility and even advo¬
cated ratting on our neighbors if they are the perpetrators of dorm damage.
The most novel idea was built around community service. Students pro¬
posed that if someone is found guilty of destroying campus property, they
should work off the damage
they caused in the form of ser¬
vice back to the community
they deface. Those who so
inconvenience our commu¬
nity make our lives more dif¬
ficult, and the only remedy is
for them to work to make oth¬
ers' lives easier. Nor is this a "city on the hill" proposal, for such insensitive
louts must volunteer on campus with maintenance and security crews to
learn the value of the property they have damaged by working with those
who must pick up after them.
Proposals to increase the fines levied on dorm damage perpetra¬
tors are flawed from the outset. Those with the bucks have a de facto per¬
mission to cause as much damage as they can afford. Not only do such
proposals fail to restore a sense of community to Bates after such acts, they'
are classist to the core. But the great leveller at Bates is time — no one has
enough of it. No one is so privileged as to have a 25 hour day. Nor can the
perpetrator call home to their parents to serve his/her time.
A concrete proposal is necessary for students to change Bates
College's cultural acceptance of dorm damage; without this, the status quo
will reign. We cannot tolerate the barrage of violence on campus that has
been associated with alcohol abuse. We are losing students, losing the re¬
spect of our peers, and losing patience. Proposing to link community ser¬
vice to the loss of community that is the natural result of dorm damage is
an equitable solution.

Letters
to the Editor
To the Editor,
I would just like to respond
to Alex Hahn's letter regarding the
"right" to have a car on campus.
Yes, its unreasonable for the admin¬
istration to expect people to leave
their cars at home, because there's
no way this approach would work.
As for the endless list of thinhg one
misses out on without their cars, I
reply: DID YOU KNOW THAT
THERE ARE PEOPLE ON THIS
CAMPUS WHO DON'T HAVE

CARS AT ALL! And our problem is
often much more important than
finding our way to an ATM machine
(by the way, it isn't very far to walk).
Try doctors appointments, a store to
buy soap, or K-Mart to get some
socks!
Alex, try going one week
without your car. You'll live, and the
environment will be healthier for it.
I've gone four years.
Rachel Van Houten '96
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Letters ^
to the Editor
The other side of
Francois Mitterand
To the Editor,
Ordinarily, I read the Stu¬
dent rather passively, not expecting
anything of particular interest or
depth. However, last week's article,
which made an irreverent assertion
in regard to Francois Mitterand's
recent death after an 11 year struggle
with cancer, that "France's approach
to social engineering is a dying beast
that threatens to take more than
Francois Mitterand to the grave",
was so plagued with insolence and
vapidity, my pen felt perturbed to
bestir itself.
The author reveals a dis¬
concerting lack of taste, clarity, and
understanding of a complex socio¬
economic situation by endeavoring
to link the death of Mitterand to the
recent labor strikes in France late last
year.
According to Shriver,
Mitterand's death symbolizes the
"ruin" and "social ills" that France
currently faces. "The recent death
of former French president Francois
Mitterand and the civil servant
strikes which crippled France may
not, at first glance, seem to be re¬
lated." This correlation is com¬
pletely erroneous and absurd. The
death of a prominent statesman
should not serve as the vehicle to
launch this kind of perverted rheto¬
ric.
Shriver's article is replete
with obtuse sophistry and mislead¬
ing information. True, Mitterand
served as an official in the Vichy re¬
gime after his escape from a German
prison of war. Shriver also attempts
to label Mitterand as an undying
socialist who stopped at nothing to
fulfill his agenda. This observation
is an insulting and naive
oversimplication.
Indeed,
Mitterand nationalized forty-three
of the largest private banks and in¬
dustries Jn France, but Shriver failed
to disclose that when France's
economy began sliding towards col¬
lapse, Mitterand threw out the Com¬
munists who helped form his coali¬
tion, reversed his course and de¬
cided to leave economics to the
economists. Towards the end of his
presidency, Mitterand was as much
a capitalist as he was anything else.
To support this statement, I need go
no further than to the end of

Mitterand's second term where he
abandoned his party altogether by
denouncing his former prime min¬
ister and would-be socialist succes¬
sor, Michel Rocard.
Shriver disheartens further
by failing altogether to cite the nu¬
merous successes of Mitterand's two
terms in office. Despite its costs, the
French are proud of their fully
backed health and social welfare
system-rich or poor, employed or
not, every citizen has the right to free
health care and benefits. Under
Mitterand's leadership, France be¬
came the world leader in transpor¬
tation with the most technologically
advanced and convenient national
railway system. We cannot fail to
mention Mitterand's vigorous dedi¬
cation to the arts and to French cul¬
ture— currently France pours three
billion dollars a year into the arts,
setting an example for the world to
follow. Additional Mitterand suc¬
cesses should include his often bold,
visionary contributions to France's
cultural infrastructure, such as Le
Pyramid du Louvre, la Biblioteque
Nationale, I'lnstitite Du Monde
Arabe, not to mention France's stateof-the-art telecommunications net¬
work. .
The death of any president
should remain a time to reflect upon
the person, his ideals, his choices, his
character, and his memory.
Mitterand was an elusive, savvy,
and dialectic thinker, a romantic as
much as a classicist, whose death
symbolized not the "ruin" of France,
but rather the sublime passage, in
the eyes of the French, of a politi¬
cian into a statesman. Weeks before
his death, although racked with pain
and fatigue, Mitterand boarded a
plane to Sarajevo to wish its people
the hope and strength they would
need to face the challenge of rebuild¬
ing a war-tom and violated city. On
the somber and meditative occasion
of Mitterand's death, the French ad¬
mired the dignity of his poetic and
courageous approaehto death while
mournings ttieir former President
with loving emotion. I think we can
all learn something about how to
live from the French, n'est-ce pas?
Andrew F. Cyr '96

Express yourself! Write for the
Forum section of the Bates Student
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The numbing of American intimacy
You would be surprised at what’s surprising us these days
by Ellen McDevitt
The diversity of dinner
conversation in Commons will
never cease to amaze me. As I sat
down last week for dinner with
some friends, I found that I had
taken a seat in the middle of a dis¬
cussion being led by the not-so-quiet
women in the group about different
and cleverly lewd names for breast
sizes and which women at the table
corresponded to each name. At first
1 sat back and listened, learning
what a vast number of words I had
been leaving out of my descriptive
vocabulary.
But then it struck me what
1 was listening to. Actually what
struck me first was what my mother
would have thought had she been
privy to the conversation, particu¬

larly because it was a fairly large,
mixed sex group. That aside, I won¬
dered when the discussion of such
a traditionally touchy subject be¬
came legitimate, and why I wasn't
blushing, but rather feeling sort of
indifferent. Had I just grown up, or
had I become so used to discussions
which crossed into the extremely
personal and private realm that I
wasn't noticing anymore?
■ Cosmo or Juggs??
Society is experiencing de¬
sensitization towards situations, dis¬
cussions, pictures, and images
which have, in the past, been con¬
troversial or not acceptable for pub¬
lic consumption. This phenomenon
doesn't stop at the Bates dinner
table, nor did it start there. In an age
where public exposure sells, it be¬
comes difficult to hang onto the pri¬
vate aspects of life which define in¬
timacy.
Many would argue that
the private sphere has become pub¬
lic and vice versa, and
the proof lies with the
remote control. There
are no secrets any¬
more, as guests on
Geraldo or Oprah will
explain. Nothing is
sacred on their stages
as they perform an
emotional striptease to
the delight of the stu¬
dio audiences. I used
to watch these shows
in disbelief, but the

end result is that nothing surprises
me anymore.
The public pays money to
listen to people spill their sexual
pasts, we pay money for videotapes
of Tanya Harding living out her
sexual present, and who needs a
sexual future when we can open the
pages of any fashion magazine and
evaporate into the hazy blue back¬
grounds of the steamy Calvin Klein
advertisements sporting two
streamlined nudes teetering pas¬
sionately on the swing of life. Or
we can pick up a more expensive
copy of Juggs.
■ Working for the Skin Trade
When did it all start? It
had to start somewhere, and I would
propose that it began with Demi
Moore's sensual and buff depiction
of pregnancy on
the cover of Vanity
Fair in 1993 were it
not for my turbu¬
lent past with Ma¬
donna. She is not
only a major player
in the conversion of
the private into
everybody's busi¬
ness, but she is
forced to work
harder because of
it. But we'll undo
that proverbial gar¬
ter belt when we
come to it.
In the beginning, even be¬
fore Demi, there was the "Boy Toy".
No one drew as much attention from
the protective mothers of my Catho¬
lic grade school as Madonna ... par¬
ticularly when she went through her
"Like A Virgin" phase. An attempt
at retaining innocence? That lasted
about as long as the romance be¬
tween Madonna and Sean Penn.
Madonna moved fast. From subtle
clues about her sexual prowess in
"Like A Virgin", to glamourizing
teenage pregnancy in "Papa Don't
Preach", to making dancing in a
strip joint look fun in "Open Your
Heart to Me", Madonna was every
mom's worst nightmare ... and we
loved her.
I'll admit it, I was never
allowed to own any Madonna para¬
phernalia, but I still sing those songs
with gusto. She set a precedent by
making taboo topics discussable
and singable. That might have
something to do with the public's
tendency to await her every move,
each one racier than the last. And

that is where she has run into a prob¬
lem. Because she has conditioned
her public so much to expect a
shock, Madonna is running out of
things to shock us with. And the
longer she waits, the tougher an au¬
dience we become.
She wore the eye-poking
pyramidal power pasties, she tore
down the gender curtain for her
concert tours, she thumbed for a
ride naked in New York, she ar¬
rived in her underwear at the
Cannes Film Festival, and she even
managed to offend David
Letterman. Oh, yeah, and she pub¬
lished a book titled "Sex". Ma¬
donna has nothing intimate left to
share with the public. She's an¬
swered all our questions, we know
what her good and bad side looks
like, and nothing she does sur¬
prises us anymore. She has become
completely demystified and cannot
rely on shock value to sell her mu¬
sic. Will this mean her demise, or
will she do a 180 degree about face
and start singing about family val¬
ues?

it take to move the American pub¬
lic? What will catch our attention?
What will we cherish enough to call
our own and to not share with the
rest of society?

■ "A" for effort, Michael and
Lisa-Marie!

■ The sexual intimacy
homepage

America yearns for gossip
from Hollywood and Capitol Hill.
We find greater interest in the fact
that Newt Gingrich divorced his
bedridden, cancer-stricken wife to
marry another woman than we do
in the state of the government due
to Newt's obstinance. We waste
pages of magazines and newspapers
and minutes of television broadcast
on the after-hours roadside fornica¬
tion of cute English actors. Even the
airbrushed nude shots of Micheal
Jackson and Lisa-Marie Presley
couldn't grab our attention long
enough to convince us that their
matrimony was for real.
We flip past the formerly
alluring naked Clavin Klein and
Joop! advertisements, we stare in
blank recognition when Rosanne
Barr reveals to David Letterman the
location of one of her private tatoos.
I've even reached the point where
when I walk down the comedy sec¬
tion of a video store, the only vid¬
eos that catch my eye are the ones
where bikini clad larger than life
breasts aren't beckoning me from
the covers.
Americans use media to
betray the secrets of their neighbors,
to reap profit and attention from the
misdeeds or tragedies of their
friends and even of their families.
With the eruption of the
private life into the pub¬
lic domain, nothing is
exempt from manipula¬
tion and public scrutiny.
Our feelings concerning
a particular sensitive is¬
sue become desensi¬
tized even further and
we lose a human per¬
spective. Everything
becomes black and
white, clinical, political.
In ten years, what will

If society continues to de¬
rive ethereal pleasure from knowl¬
edge of the sexual exploits of other
people, the intimacy upon which
most romantic relationships are
based will be eliminated. Intimacy
is already becoming an endangered
species due to changing expecta¬
tions in relationships and due to
changing attitudes about the role of
a sexual relationship.
Sex in a relationship has
come to be expected in most of
today's sexually active age groups.
Sex has been brought to the public
sphere within the last 5 years in
magazine advertising, humor, and
out of simple necessity. The AIDS
epidemic forced the public to scru¬
tinize sexual practices to save lives.
The emotional aspects of sex have
been minimized to stress the impor¬
tance of protection, making sex a
free-for-all. Less than clever and less
than original comedians do not have
to look further than their bedrooms
to supply material that their audi¬
ences will laugh at and can identify
with. The creation of a website to
list favorite sexual positions and fa¬
vorite flavored motion lotion is
probably in the not-so-distant fu¬
ture. Matchmaking would become
as easy as typing your personal ac¬
cess code. What a world.

'clothing" that the figures are wearmg.
This quickly aging fascina¬
tion with nudity has catalyzed an
aftershock. With nakedness has
come a fetish for tattoos and body
piercing. People, though more ex¬
posed than in the past, still seek
ways to cover themselves and do
so with body art. We can't travel
back to fully clothed advertising, so
let's try a new kind of clothing. Ma¬
donna clothes herself now with
tatoos and body pierces. New defi¬
nitions of beauty include strategic
piercings and subtle tatooing.
The same can be said for
the growing obsesssion with body
shape which has become a national
industry and pastime. Men and
women spend grueling hours at the
gym to make their normally private
physiques acceptable for the pub¬
lic because, once again, public ex¬
posure is the rule and no longer the
exception.
■ What would John Wayne
say?
I could be wrong. Perhaps
this response is only a factor of
growing older and having more
mature conversations which tend to
become personal, or my own com¬
ing to terms with the amount of al¬
tered nudity and exploitation of the
formerly private realm. Perhaps
society has always been this way,
and I have merely stumbled upon it
as an enlightened senior.
I can't help but wonder
what kind of reaction actor Cary
Grant, the ultimate gentleman,
would have had he been sitting next
to Roseanne when she engaged in
playful banter with Letterman about
her tatoos. And this is why I am
right. Society is undoubtedly in con¬
stant motion in the forward direc¬
tion, away from the private realm;
eating away with constant speed
and accuracy the transparent curtain
which used to engulf the private
Continued on Page 15

■ The Emperor's New
Clothes
If advertisers have pushed
the limits of what is acceptable to
display in magazines and have
come as far as what Calvin Klein
pastes on the sides of buses, what is
the next step? Nudity in publica¬
tions is now the norm. We don't take
notice anymore. Nude advertise¬
ments generally sell cologne or per¬
fume, where the scent is the only

Ad appearing in Self and People

NEWS
IN BRIEF
Housing crunch a
problem of the past
by Tina Iyer
Last semester, Bates housing
was a disaster. There were more
students than anticipated to
house, and people ended up liv¬
ing in the craziest places. Stu¬
dents got sent off-campus. Dan
Ludden, assistant dean of stu¬
dents (and of housing?), may
have been the man with the least
sought after job on campus. The
situation this semester is brighter
for both Ludden and students liv¬
ing on campus. Even though

Around Campus
Volunteer
oppurtunites
for the week of
January 22
Lewiston Junior High School is look¬
ing for volunteers to tutor four sev¬
enth grade students who are having
problems in all subjects. A volun¬
teer would not take on all four stu¬
dents but rather tutor one out of the
four. If interested, please call Phil
Bouche (guidance counselor) at 7954188.
Odd Fellow's Nursing Home in

"[The housing
situation.' is pretty
cushy actually."

,

Dan Ludden
Assistant Dean of
Students

Auburn would like a volunteer who
would be willing to spend some
time with one of their elderly resi¬
dents. This gentlemen is very intel¬
ligent and knowledgeable about
current events and loves to talk poli¬
tics/history. Please call 786-4616 if
interested and ask for Patti
Levenson. If she is unavailable, ask

Ludden says, "There were about
three hundred requests for dissat¬
isfied, and about one hundred
students returning," whom he
had to house, he was able to ac¬
commodate almost all of the stu¬
dent requests, with the exception
of roughly forty dissatisfied stu¬
dents whom he was unable to
place. One of Ludden's major
goals for student housing for the
winter semester was to move the
students who were placed in tem¬
porary rooms such as former of¬
fices and storage spaces and give
them "real" rooms. "It's pretty
cushy, actually," says Ludden, "A
lot of people have doubles as
singles...they're still under the
gun...for now they're fine." How¬
ever, according to Ludden, he
rarely needs to accommodate students in midsemester and place
them with new roommates.
Ludden does not expect the
housing crunch of last fall to re¬
play itself again this upcoming
fall. He is willing to maintain a
high number of off-campus liv¬
ing, though perhaps not as high
as the 140 students who are offcampus this year, and with Ad¬
missions expecting to return the
College population back to it's
standard 1590 students, Ludden
envisions that while the campus
will be full, it will not be over¬
crowded.
Students who are currently
unhappy with their living situa¬
tions have options, and Ludden
remarks, "I have alternatives [for
students who are dissatisfied],
that is a luxury. From my stand¬
point, everything's going really
well."

for John Bolduc or Elaine Veneri.
Healthy Start Wellness Center
would like a volunteer to help in
their front office. Tasks would in¬
clude answering the phone and data
entry. CPR certification is required

Students spread the word on Latino issues
Solidaridad Latina
educates community
with student lectures
by Tina Iyer
Who says student activism and
involvement is a myth? There is
currently a flurry of activity on the
Bates campus proving that student
initiated events are ongoing and
dynamic, and Solidaridad Latina's
student lecture series is one such
event.
A lecture by Levania Davis '99
on biraciality kicked off the series
last Friday. Davis, who made com¬
ments about her nervousness as she
began, proved to be an articulate
and down to earth speaker who both
entertained and educated as she re¬
lated her experiences as an AfricanAmerican Latino. The downstairs
lounge of the Multicultural Center
was packed with students and fac¬
ulty alike, and if the response to
Davis's lecture is any indication,
Solidaridad Latina's lecture series is
already a success.
When questioned about the in¬
spiration for the series, Myrna Mo¬
rales '97, one of the organizers of the
student lecture series, says, "It came
about during October Weekend
when Carmita [McCoy] wanted to
involve Solidaridad Latina...from
there, we decided why not con¬
tinue?"

First-year Levania Davis captivates her audience with an informal lecture
on biraciality.
Mariano Pelliza photo..

One of the purposes of the se¬
ries is to increase awareness of "the

Expensive speakers
are not the only way
to send a message to
the college
community.
need for Latinos [at Bates], Latino
studies, Latin American studies
majors," explains Morales, as well

as "to educate the Bates community
on Latino issues." Having students
give the lectures is a method of edu¬
cation that will also attest to the fact
that expensive speakers are not the
only way to send a message to the
college community.
The lectures are focussed on
giving students the opportunity to
"speak about issues that affect
Latinos one way or another," com¬
ments Morales. Speakers will in¬
clude Bates students who have
studied abroad in Latin America
and lectures will address topics
such as Latinos in higher education.
First-year Maegan Ortiz will
continue the series with a lecture at
4:15 on Friday, January 26 in the
Multicultural Center.

of all volunteers; the center will pro¬
vide a free certification course for
those who are currently uncertified.
Volunteers are needed for the fol¬
lowing days and times: Monday:
9:00 a.m.- noon, Tuesday: 7:30 -11:30
a.m. or 6:00-8:00 p.m., Friday 6:30

Cohen drops out, L.L. Bean squeezes out, CMF and ethics fall out,
no more animals dying out

a.m. - noon. If interested, please call
795-0111.
The Building Block for Pediatric
Physical Therapy is looking for two
volunteers to work with children
who have physical disabilities. The
first child is an eight year old girl
with some mild motor problems, as
well as difficulty with speech and
learning. She is cute, funny, and has
a great sense of humor. She likes to
swim and would be happy if a vol¬
unteer would take her to the pool.
The second child is an eight year old
boy who attends a special education
program at the Farwell School. Al¬

■ The big news in Maine politics was Senator William S. Cohen's announcement that he will not be
seeking a fourth term to Senate this year. * Cohen, a moderate Republican, is following the trend of other
Congressional moderates who no longer feel at home in the extremist politics of Washington. The question
for Maine now is: who will replace Cohen? Currently, Maine's freshmen House representatives John Baldacci,
a Democrat, and James Longley Jr., a Republican, are expected to run. Neither of the two has offered a
definitive statement as to whether or not they will run for Cohen's office; both are expected to reach final
decisions at the end of this week. There is speculation about other possible candidates, including former
governors Ken Curtis and Joseph Brennan, as well as former state senator Phil Merrill, all Democrats, and
Susan Collins, a state Republican activist.
■ No one provides retail service the way L.L. Bean does, but expect fewer smiling Bean employees to
greet you the next time you venture to Freeport. Retail sales not being as high as wished, and with no
improvement foreseen in the future, L.L. Bean is currently offering their employees incentives for early
retirement and other such packages designed to cut down the number of Bean employees.
■ Apparently the fat lady didn't sing for Carolyn Cosby and Concerned Maine Families in November
when their referendum was defeated; CMF's trials aren't over yet. CMF's campaign finance records have
been subpoenaed by the state ethics commission, and the group has so far not voluntarily acquiesced to the
commission's request for their records. In fact, the group claims that it is being harassed by the commission
and has presented the Superior Court with complaint charges.

though he has some difficulty with
coordination and some skills, he is
very interested and quite good at
basketball. If interested in helping
\yith either of these children, please
call Gayle Johnson, R.P.T. at 7848762.

■ Baxter State Park will no longer tolerate the killing of animals on 81 percent of its land. Baxter Park
Authority recently voted unanimously to protect the lives of the wildlife sanctuary's many creatures, fol¬
lowing a long-standing battle over whether or not the death of animals in research projects being conducted
within the park was justified. If only they'd made it official before Bambi's mom died.

TGIF: It’s
not jnst for
professors
anymore
by Tina Iyer
As much as Congress would
have us think that the current trend
is announcing that senators won't
seek another term in office, the Bates
community has started its own less
apathetic trend: the student lecture
series. The TGIF lecture series of last

"These folks are
doing some very
interesting things."
James Carignan
Dean of the College
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Short terms abroad offer adventure in foreign lands
by Tina Iyer
Martinique. Russia. Jamaica. Cuba. Taiwan. The off-campus short terms that Bates offers are diverse and
unique, yet similar in their ability to offer students an exceptional abroad experience.
Dick Williamson, professor of French, is taking eight or nine students to Martinique for roughly three weeks
"to work on language proficiency. It [the short term] will be a total immersion experience...[students will] become
more familiar with the different cultures on this Caribbean island," says Williamson. Students are required to
have a certain amount of knowledge of French, and will watch films, meet various islanders, visit sights, and have
daily language classes. Each student is also expected to complete an independent project.
The Russian short term to Orel, Russia, is a full five week affair. Students will live with host families, take
weekend excursions, participate in daily Russian language classes during the week, and visit areas of interest
during the afternoon. Associate professor of Russian Jane Costlow has taken students to Russia before, twice to
Orel and once to St. Petersburg. Costlow remarks, "The focus is definitely Russian language," but admits that
twenty hours of language training a week will not achieve fluency. The goal for students is to "discover that
Russia is really a fascinating, exciting place."
Timothy Chin, assistant professor of English, and Charles Carnegie, assistant professor of anthropology, will
to Jamaica for four weeks, with a
take approximately twenty students
ning the short term. Chin and Car¬
one week orientation at Bates begindoing it again hope "to expose stunegie led this unit in 1993, and in
study...coming at similar questions
dents
to
interdisciplinary
tives and angles," explains Chin.
from somewhat different perspecKingston, but take weekend trips to
The group will be based in
will take classes but also have time
other parts of the island. Students
projects.
to pursue independent fieldwork
led by two professors, Francisca
The short term to Cuba is also
ish, and Avi Chomsky, assistant
Lopez, assistant professor of Spanthe short term is the Cuban Revoprofessor of history. "The theme of
students get to see and experience
lution," says Lopez, "The idea is that
are, and how people are living towhat the results of the revolution
have prior training in Spanish, and
day." Students are not required to
Jane Costlow
will be spent on campus learning
thus the first two weeks of the term
Professof Russian
classes will not be held in Cuba,
basic language skills. Although
have "a very full agenda... we have
Lopez states that the group will
day." Students will attend presenvisits and meetings almost every
sense of present day Cuba
tations and lectures to enhance their
Assistant professor of economics Maggie Maurer-Fazio is venturing into the unknown with her three week
economics and women's studies term, "Women and Work in Taiwan." A small group of between four and nine
students will travel to Taiwan after two weeks of intensive preparation at Bates and spend time in Taipei, Taichong,
and traverse Taiwan's scenic cross country highway. Students will conduct interviews (in English translation)
with various women "about their [the women's] work, what they do and what they perceive as important issues,"
says Maurer-Fazi. The unit in Taiwan "is going to give students a cross cultural perspective on women in the
workplace," mentions Maurer-Fazio, as well as enable students to "examine one country and come to their own
judgements about women and development." For economics students, professor Maurer-Fazio explains that the
unit is "a chance to delve in behind the statistics."

The goal for students
is to "discover that
Russia is really a
fascinating, exciting
place."

EfCheck
this out
For anyone who has ever
battled an eating disorder or been
in dire need of a good laugh, per¬
formance artist Alicia Quintano pro¬
vides a healthy fix. Quintano, a sto¬
ryteller from the Boston area, will be
at Bates on January 30 at 7:30 in the
Olin Arts Center to herald the be¬
ginning of Eating Concerns Week.
Observation of the week officially
starts on February 5 and lasts

Eating Concerns
Week
February 5-9
through February 7, but the Health
Center wanted Quintano, who has
impressed the Bates community two
times already, to perform regardless
of the date. "The reason we [the
Health Center] bring up someone
like Alicia is to enhance students'
awareness of eating disorders and
to challenge cultural attitudes and
values contributing to eating con¬
cerns and body image. Hearing
Alicia's personal story may help to
encourage people to be more accept¬
ing of themselves and to realize their
self-esteem can't be measured on a
bathroom scale," says Cindy
Visbaras, health educator.

the world of
Britannica Online.

■HHUi

semester which had different profes¬
sors speak on various issues of pub¬
lic policy has handed the reigns to
students this semester.
The series, a brainchild of James
Carignan, dean of the college, has
been a tradition for about five years,
and has been fueled primarily by the
lectures of faculty members. How¬
ever, Carignan says, "I was always
chafing that there weren't more stu¬
dents involved," in a series that is
meant to "provoke discussion in a
sort of relaxed way," in the informal
environment of Muskie Archives on
a Friday afternoon.
Based on conversations that
Dean Carignan had with students
involved in research on campus last
summer, he realized, "These folks
are doing some very interesting
things...the idea popped into my
head to take the whole winter se¬
mester [to have students lecture.]"
Carignan contacted the students
who had done summer research and
asked the faculty to recommend stu¬
dents who were working on theses
involving some aspect of public
policy. The responses he received
have formulated this semester's
TGIF lecture series.
"I think it's an opportunity for
students to affirm themselves as
important members [of the aca¬
demic
community,]"
states
Carignan, who believes in the im¬
portance of the teacher-student re¬
lationship working in both ways.
Although the present lineup of
student lectures is focussed on sci¬
ence, Carignan hopes that future
semesters will not be only science
oriented, and that students will con¬
tinue to be involved with the TGIF
series. "I hope that more students
will be willing to do something in
the fall, but I hope and plan to make
the winter a tradition of students on
a regular basis," says Carignan.
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NOW AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS!

Despite last week's thaw, the winter doldrums have definitely begun
to set in for some Batesies.
Paige Broziin photo.

THE PLACE TO START WHEN YOU NEED TO KNOW.1

To use the Britannica Online access the Website
http://www.eb.com or the library homepage.
■ Instead of using those nasty microfiche to look at other college cata¬
log listing for graduate school possibilities, Ladd now has CollegeSource,
a CD of the scanned catalogs. Life just gets easier and easier.
■ Wondering about Lexis/Nexis? Drop in at the weekly workshop at
Wednesdays 4 p.m. in Libbey 1 for facts and tips on using Lexis/Nexis.

IE ONLY
PRESSURE YOU CHECK,
YOUR TIRES MNy OUTLAST YOU.
Checking your tire pressure is a good idea. Checking your blood pressure
is an even better one. High blood pressure greatiy increases your risk of
heart attack and stroke. And those are harder to deal with than a flat
tire. To learn more, contact your nearest
American Heart Association.
You can help prevent heart disease
and stroke. We can tell you how.

American Heart
Association
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Yalies lose more than grade strike, keep jobs
by David Kociemba

students have vowed to honor the
picket lines of their union brethren.
They also plan further job actions
On January 17, the Yale
this semester.
Graduate Employees and Students
On January 18, the GESO
Organization in a close vote decided
filed federal charges against the Yale
to end their two week grade strike,
administration
and 83 teaching
for violating
assistants
the National
handed in the
Labor Relations
grades for their
Act with the
undergraduate
Universities have
federal labor
classes. Ac¬
relations board.
cording to Gor¬
followed the
This case could
don Lafer, re¬
industrial model for force the board
search director
to re-examine
for the graduate
holding down labor
the issue of
group, the orga¬
stu¬
nization de¬
costs by relying on a graduate
dents for the
cided that end¬
first time since
ing the strike
smaller and smaller
the early 1970s,
would protect
a legal issue
the well-being
core of full-time
that may take
of its members
research faculty,
years to re¬
and preserve its
solve.
strength for fu¬
together with a
In the
ture conflicts.
wake of this re¬
Y e t
growing number of volt from the
the battle for
servants' quar¬
collective bar¬
part-time staff.
ters of the ivory
gaining
is
tower
of
hardly over at
academia, the events at Yale Univer¬
Yale University, as the contracts for
sity have thrown into stark relief the
the university's two other unions ex¬
underlying economic forces that are
pire this week. All three unions be¬
causing similar tensions elsewhere
long to the Federation of Union Em¬
in the United States as well as the
ployees at Yale, which encompasses
personal dangers for those on the
not only graduate students in the
front lines.
humanities and the social sciences,
but also technicians, clerical staff
• The Yale grade strike in the
and dining hall, custodial, and
national context
maintenance workers. The Yale ad¬
ministration is asking for cuts in
Over the past decade, uni¬
wages in benefits for the blue-collar
versities have witnessed an exploand clerical workers. The graduate

I .fitters_

to the Editor

Plea for student input
Dear Everyone
I am going to the US tomor¬
row to be present at, and speak at,
this demo. My daughter, Diana
Paton, is one of the three women
who has been charged and is hav¬
ing disciplinary proceedings taken
against her. The 'trial' by kangaroo
court takes place on Wednesday and
it would really help if you could
ALL email or fax the President of
Yale, Richard Levin, by then protest¬
ing at Yale's actions.
Richard Levin's email address
is <richard.levin@yale.edu>, his fax
number is 1 203-432-7105, or he can
be phoned at +1 203-432-2550.
Please send copies of anything you
send to Levin to Gordon Lafer so
that GESO knows you have done so.
His
email
address
is
<Glafer@aol.com>.
It seems like there is no due
process, no question of 'innocent

until proven guilty'. The ONLY
thing that will make a difference, it
seems, is for Yale to be so embar¬
rassed in front of the academic
world that they take a step back
from victimizing these three
women, and, perhaps, even sit
down and talk to GESO. For those
of you who are not familiar with the
story so far, I'm pasting in (at the
end) a previous letter which does
give those details.
PLEASE spread this as far and
wide as you can to academic col¬
leagues around the world. The num¬
ber of academics writing in with
support for GESO is important. If
you know anyone who is world fa¬
mous, please ask them to write too.

Thanks
Debbie Epstein

sion in the use of teaching assistants,
adjunct lecturers, and other types of
casual academic workers. Univer¬
sities have followed the' industrial
model for holding down labor costs
by relying on a smaller and smaller
core of full-time research faculty,
together with a growing number of
part-time, casual and temporary
staff.
In 1993, an official Yale ad¬
ministration study concluded that
teaching assistants' work averaged
25 hours per week. The university,
however, refused to set salaries ac¬
cordingly, and continues to pay for *
17.5 hours only. Yale provides free
health insurance to all employees
working 20 hours or more per week.
According to a study spon¬
sored by the Federation of Union
Employees at Yale, 53% of all class
hours are taught by outside lectur¬
ers and graduate teaching assistants,
compared with 47% taught by fac¬
ulty. In the history department, the
university's most popular under¬
graduate major, teaching assistants
teach 132 hours per week, compared
to 83 hours taught by faculty mem¬
bers.
By either study, teaching
assistants play a critical role in main¬
taining Yale as an institution of
higher education. Graduate teach¬
ing assistants are the cheap labor
pool used to meet college teaching
needs. Yet their sacrifice is not guar¬
anteed to pay off in the future as
they face radically diminished op¬
portunities for finding tenure-track
positions precisely because univer¬
sities are relying so heavily on lowwage casual teachers. Graduate stu¬
dents nationwide are becoming part
of a new underclass, migrating from
hallowed hall to hallowed hall in
search of tenure. Recognition of this
unsavory state of affairs has lead
graduate teaching assistants across
the country to organize, leading to
a vehement counterattack on the
rights of students by administrators.
And not surprisingly, they have
faced opposition not only from the
administrators of the institutions
that profit from their migrant labor,
but also from faculty whose highprofile research is made possible by
assistants who ease their course
load.
• The Empire Strikes Back
The first disciplinary trial
resultirtg from the grade strike oc¬
curred last week, as Diana Patton
was found guilty of "disrupting

Hours Taught by:
Department Track

Teaching Assistants

Tenured Professors

American Studies
Art History
Economics
English
French
German
History
Italian
Latin
Music
Philosophy
Political Science
Russian
Sociology
Spanish

44.0
34.0
49.0.
75.5
59.0
51.0
132.0
55.0
21.5
46.5
36.5
57.0
32.5
29.0
83.0

18.5
34.0
34.0
76.0
16.5
13.0
83.5
12.5
9.0
30.0
36.5
72.5

All departments

864.0

765.5

20.0

28.5
20.0

Study released on March 28,1995 by the Federation of University
Employees at Yale
University business" and "refusal to
obey an order issued in the line of
duty by a faculty member." She has
had a letter of reprimand placed in
her file, and is barred from teaching

chance for cross-examination. The
Committee is appointed by the Dean
of the Graduate School, and in¬
cludes four Associate Deans among
its members. Yale University appar¬
ently saw no conflict of interest in
case was heard on January 22, and
having these four administrators try
the third will be by the end of this
a case brought by their supervisor.
Currently, Bates College's
week.
own disciplin¬
ary body, the
Patton's trial is
Student Con¬
illuminating of
duct Committee
the subordinate
(SCC), has some
position of the
... 53% of all class
rules similar to
student
in
Yale
academia as
hours are taught by
University's'
well as the mar¬
Disciplinary
supial nature of outside lecturers and
Committee. The
college disci¬
graduate teaching
accused student
plinary trials.
may only ques¬
The first five
assistants
compared
tion witnesses
hours
of
through the
Patton's trial with 47% by faculty.
chair of the com¬
were spent ne¬
mittee, and the
gotiating over
accusing stu¬
whether or not
dent may only
her lawyer, a
Yale law professor, would be al¬
interrogate witnesses when the tes¬
lowed to address the Disciplinary
timony directly relates to that per¬
Committee on procedural issues.
son. Finally, attorneys are allowed
The Committee ruled that he could
only when a serious criminal case is
not, would not allow a union stew¬
also pending against the student,
ard to participate in the hearings,
and are never permitted to make
and refused a request to tape record
statements or ask questions at the
hearing. All testimony, evidence
the proceedings.
When Patton asked to
and discussion resulting from the
question the Dean of the Graduate
case is confidential. At both univer¬
School, she was required to write
sities, students are pretty much on
out a short list of questions, which
their own in front of a tribunal. At
the Disciplinary Committee read
Yale, however, the goal is evidently
not to determine the truth of allega¬
privately to the Dean, and then sum¬
marized his answers, with no
tions.

Have something to say? Submit a
letter to the editor to 224 Chase Hall
by Sunday, January 28!
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Is Flat Tax fizzing out or up for the election?
by Andy Shriver
For most Americans taxes are
a nuisance and an aggravation that
instill fear and paranoia during the
first five months of the year. This
year is ho exception. The 10W40s are
on the way if you have not gotten
yours yet, so get your pen and refill
ink cartridges ready. The query
which plagues taxpayer minds in
1996 is whether this will be the last
year Americans can curse the IRS
and expect to pay the graduated tax.
Is a flat tax on earned income with
few or no tax exemptions to replace
the currnet system? Current debate
is as hot as the water Hilary Clinton
is in right now.
Two important political fac¬
tors can make 1996 as significant to
American tax history as the Boston
Tea Party or the beginning of the
Federal Income Tax. The presiden¬
tial election in November will be
partly decided by which candidates
support a fundamental revamping
of the US tax code. Americans find
the present system with its myriad
loop holes and exemptions to be a
confusing and frustrating joke. One
need only to think about endless
exemptions that allow the
Microsofts and Ross Perots of
America to reduce their taxable in¬
come. Under the current tax code
there are five tax brackets for fami¬
lies and eight for corporations, all
with their own deductions and ex¬

emptions. While each may have a
logical explanation behind them, the
time comes when there are too many
whose usefulness is questionable.
The rich are theorectically paying
their share but when it comes down
to writing a check to Uncle Sam, do
they really? Most Americans would
probably say no. From a candidate's

Americans find the present
system with its myriad
loopholes and exemptions
to he a confusing and
frustrating joke, and the
upcoming election will
reflect that frustration.
perspective in 1996 there is ample
opportunity to translate this dissat¬
isfaction into votes.
Presently one Republican can¬
didate for President, Steve Forbes,
is advocating a flat tax of 17%. Oth¬
ers see that serious debate on the tax
code is necessary and have avoided
attacking flat tax proposals. How¬
ever conservative, Pat Buchanan has
criticized the Forbes flat tax plan as
being "worked up by the boys at the
yacht club". President Clinton has

had little to say beyond expressing
an interest in reforming the tax code
into a more manageable beast.
The Republican majority in
Congress is also pushing the issue
of tax reform in the shape of a new
flat tax. In response to calls for re¬
vamping the current tax system in
the spring of 1995, the House lead¬
ership commissioned a report exam¬
ining a flat tax and how it might
work in the US. The commission's
report was recently released for pub¬
lic scrutiny. Essentially the commis¬
sion suggested a new system based
on a flat tax on income earned above
$25, 000-30, 000, with few exemp¬
tions. Theorecticaly this would re¬
place the present bird's nest of de¬
ductions and exemptions with a
simpler, fairer system that would
benefit all Americans, rich and poor.
How? By reducing the tax levy paid
by all to a standard percentage over
a basic wage. If one did not make
that much money, say $25, 000, no
income tax would be paid.
A huge advantage of this
would be to eliminate the current
system that, on top of being confus¬
ing, is an instrument of political fa¬
vor. At the moment tax exemptions
are used to support any number of
politically popular schemes; earned
income tax credits, a deduction for
interest paid by homeowners on
mortgages or individuals' depen¬
dents. Who pays the most tax these
days has more to do with the trick¬

ery of one's accountant and influ¬
ence of one's representative in Con¬
gress, not the ability to pay.
Another advantage of abol¬
ishing the current tax regime would
be to encourage saving, and to help
promote investment in productive
capital. Right now both are discour¬
aged.

[The flat tax] would
replace the present bird's
nest of deductions and
exemptions with a simpler,
fairer system that would
benefit all Americans, rich
and poor.
Drawbacks to a flater tax bur¬
den are numerous. It is possible that
with fewer reductions the middle
class may shoulder slightly more
tax. For households earning be¬
tween $60,000 and $100,000 this is
almost certain. But those making
less money would not be burdened
by as many dollars being witheld by
Uncle Sam. The rich would have
fewer loop holes to slip through and
ultimately pay a higher percentage
of their income to taxes. If there were

a way to soak the rich this might just
be it. Perhaps this is why Jerry
Brown supported a flat tax in his
1992 presidential campaign. Could
itbe that Republicans possess a
Democratic bent on this issue?
If a flat tax were to come into
effect there would still be a few sur¬
viving exemptions. This could mean
trouble. Even if deductions and ex¬
emptions remained for interest paid
on mortgages, politically powerful
groups -the middle class and big
business for example- would likely
seek others in the future. In ten years
time we might find ourselves awash
in the same mess. Abolishing all
deductions and exemptions is the
only way to avoid this, even if it is
poltically difficult.
No matter what happens with
the flat tax proposals and the Presi¬
dential election the frustration of the
public with the current system is
most important factor. There is sup¬
port for significant change in the tax
collection system, even from those
who could be paying more. With
this in mind, a positive step towards
a fair and more efficient tax collec¬
tion system is unavoidable. A pure
flat tax might not be the best answer
but almost anything would be bet¬
ter than claiming that the present
system is fair or reasonable. If you
do not agree, then read this article
again after filling out pages of item¬
ized deductions and see what you
think.

Endangered intimacy
. Every year; thousands of young people die in car accidents caused by drugs and alcohol.
But now you can wreck your life without hitting the gas pedal. The number of reported
AIDS cases among teenagers has increased by 96% in the last two years. If you get
high and forget, even for a moment, how risky sex can be, you're putting your life on
the line. Call 1-800-662-HELP
____
for help and information.
AIDS. ANOTHER WAY DRUGS CAN KILL.

SO WAS THIS ONE.

Continued from Pagell
sphere. Nothing is sacred anymore.
The public considers it our right to
know everything about each other
and what we do when the lights are
up and down.
We foster a perverse inter¬
est in the private lives of others be¬
cause we are in search of secrets and
shadows. We yearn for that which
sparks our imagination, which calls
on our inner, private natures for ex¬
pression. But because the whole
truth and unadulterated versions of
life lie prostrate on television and in
magazines, we search in vain. It's
all there for the taking, but we have
grown so used to seeing and hear¬
ing it that we are not interested any¬
more.
In The Quiet Man, John
Wayne comes to Ireland as the un¬
cultured American, and falls in love
with Maureen O'Hara, the tradi¬
tional Irish maiden whose prized
possession is her dowry. As the two
of them climb onto the horse-drawn
nuptial wagon driven by the village

priest and the woman's father to be
led through town, DUKE reaches
down in an attempt to help O'Hara
onto the wagon. His hand his
slapped away by her father, played
by Barry Fitzgerald, who scolds in
a beautiful, thick Irish brogue;
"They'll be no paddyfingers. We
must observe the proprieties." In
this movie, tradition and respect are
sacred. O'Hara and Wayne observe
all the proprieties in order to be to¬
gether, an ordeal which lasts the
entire movie. That's where the
magic of the movie lies. Society is
in danger of forgetting about the
proprieties which make the human
experience unique.
If celebrities continue to
live life trying to outdo each other
on the shock value scale and the
public continues to digest talk show
antics as entertainment without re¬
flection, we will become desensi¬
tized to the point where we eternally
search for private life and where we
lose appreciation for something as
simple as an intimate touch or the
exhilaration of a whispered ex¬
change between lovers.

The Arts
Wednesday, Jan. 24
Lecture: Marjorie Agosin, poet,
human rights leader, author of
Scraps of Life and professor of
Latin American literature at
Wellesley College, will conduct
a writing workshop and infor¬
mal discussion on Literature
and Poetry in Latin America
from 4-6 p.m. in Skelton. She
will then give a lecture entitled
"Threads of Hope: Poetry and
Resistance in Chile," and dis¬
cuss the Chilean arpilleras now
on exhibit in the Multicultural
Center.
7:30 p.m. in Chase
Lounge.

Thursday, Jan. 25
Comedy: Village Club Series pre¬
sents Comedy Night featuring
Micheal Dean Ester. 9:30 p.m.
in the Mays Center.
Poetry Reading: Carolyn Forche
will read from her work at 7:30
p.m. in Olin 104.
Lecture: Kyra Grant, from the
University of Michigan, will
present a talk entitled "Musical
Games African American Girls
Play: Black Vernacular Style and
Socialization." Sponsored by
the Music and African-Ameri¬
can Studies Departments. 4:15
p.m. in Olin Rm. 128.

Sunday, Jan. 28
Concert/Discussion: "Sacred Jazz
and the Rhythm of the Spirit"
featuring Edmund Bullock (pi¬
ano and vocals), John Smedley
(guitar), Michael Hansen (con¬
gas), and Kathi Cutler (vocals).
4 p.m. in the Chapel.

Monday, Jan. 29
Lecture: Bill T. Jones of the Bill T.
Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Co.
and Foundation for Dance Pro¬
motion in New York City, and
author of "Last Night on Earth,"
will talk about his experience
with HIV and AIDS, the reasons
he choreographed and per¬
formed Still/Here, and the im¬
pact of AIDS on the world of art.
7:30 p.m. in the Chapel.

Tuesday, Jan. 30
Concert: Noonday Concert at
12:30 p.m. in Olin Concert Hall.
******

Keep in mind!
Submit to the Garnet- poetry, fic¬
tion, artwork. Drop in Box 461.
Buy tickets now- for The Nields
and Carol Noonan. Will perform
Thursday Feb. 1 in the Chapel at
7:30 p.m. $3 with Bates i.d./$5
without.
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AIDS awareness program continues
Bill T. Jones, interna¬
tionally acclaimed
choreographer/
dancer, to speak on the
impact of AIDS in the
world of art
by Alexandra Socarides
Bill T. Jones usually goes under
the title of choreographer/dancer,
but once one sees him in perfor¬
mance or reads even sections of his
book it is impossible to not regard
him also as a poet, an activist, a
writer, and an inspiration to people
from all walks of life. Thousands of
articles have been written by and
about Jones, and even more people
have been touched by his work.
On Monday January 29th at
7:30 p.m. Bill T. Jones will present a
lecture in the Chapel. He will dis¬
cuss his experience with HIV and
AIDS, the reasons he choreographed
and preformed Still/Here, and the
impact of AIDS on the world of art.
Jones just recently wrote a book
with Peggy Gillespie, published in
1995, entitled "Last Night on Earth."
This book is more than a lyrically
written documentation of his life
and work; it is a book filled with
emotion, honesty, and the true voice
of one who has great wisdom to
share. He carries his reader through
the many dances he has choreo¬
graphed and performed, while also
sharing his personal experiences
with love and hardship and so much
more. By means of his great talent
the dances he creates reflect these
subjects in them. He walks us
through the thinking that precedes
a dance, and then the actual mean¬
ings of the movements and what ex¬
ists behind them. In a short descrip¬
tion of what his book achieves, one
critic wrote, "Jones illuminates the
process through which his work had
become a way of expressing pro¬
found emotion, of exploring ideas
around memory, sexuality, race, and
mortality; of imposing order and
beauty on chaos and despair."
■ How he started dancing
Born in Bunnell, Florida in
1952, Jones' family moved to upstate
New York in 1959 where they
settled. He reflected on his first ex¬
perience with seeing West Side Story
as a kid, when he wrote "At that
time, dance was about this body and
what it wanted to taste, what it
wanted to say. Who knew that a
body could talk?" This is just an
example of how eloquent he is about
the action of the dance and what he
sees within the movements of the
body.

Jones said now when looking
back at his time before college that
"I knew I wanted to make some¬
thing, something important. I chose
dancing as a way to make it." What
started with such a clear and simple
goal in mind, has become something
amazing. He began his dance train¬
ing at the State University of New
York at Binghampton where he met
Arnie Zane, who was to be his part¬
ner for the next 17 years. Together
they toured the world dancing, and
they founded an internationally rec¬
ognized dance company. Jones and
Zane were together until Zane's
death in 1988.
In speaking of his and Zane's
experience with HIV, he takes us
from the beginning in recalling that
in 1981 "there was talk of a mysteri¬
ous gay cancer," to now when he
writes in the present tense "I will
never grow old," and elaborates on
with all that we all think of as fun¬
damental to getting old.
■ The search for commonality
Two of Jones' greatest works
are Last Supper at Uncle Tom's Cabin/
The Promised Land and Still/ Here.
The impulse, or drive, for creating
these works came out of much of the
same place. He wrote in his book
that the Last Supper at Uncle Tom's
Cabin/ The Promised Land was cre¬
ated in order to achieve a sense of
commonality among people; "to

"I realized that the
resources necessary
to cope with life
threatening illnesses
are the same as those
necessary for truly
owning one's life."

Bill T. Jones will speak at Bates on the evening of Monday, January 29th in
the College Chapel.
Public Relations photo.
wrote that believed he "evoked sur¬ then Here parallels the sensation of
vivors' revelations, states of mind, leaving one's doctor's office with life
moments of intensity, with a power altering news, compelled to ride the
and specificity only poetry can de¬ New York City subway."
liver."
In then taking the workshop ■ Compelling performance this
material back to the dance he wrote: past summer
"The dancers would reveal them¬
In one of his latest perfor¬
selves as they revealed the move¬
ment. They would not impersonate mances, this past summer, Jones
the sick and dying, but the many appeared with Toni Morrison and
variations of the struggle I learned Max Roach for an evening of read¬
about through Arnie's illness and ing, dancing, and percussion at Lin¬
death and the illnesses and deaths coln Center. As each of them pre¬
of numerous others, through my formed their roles separately, Jones
own experiences, and through the moved his body in fascinating ways

Bill T. Jones
transcend our racial, sexual, and his¬
torical differences," as Jones puts it.
He chooses the commonality of the
human body. When then faced with
HIV, the idea of this commonality
changed for him. He then wrote that
he saw himself as the outsider, and
therefore wanted to try his hand at
a true piece seeking to represent all
commonality, this time with moral¬
ity at its center. This is when he cre¬
ated Still/ Here.
In turning the thrust of this
piece over to the feelings involved
with HIV and AIDS, he decided to
conduct 14 workshops in 11 cities
where groups of people from all
ages, races, sexual preferences, and
states of health participated in vari¬
ous exercises together. He asked
questions of them and in their re¬
sponses they ^choreographed "ges¬
ture portraits of themselves." Jones

"It is a rare thing for a person to have the
courage to live a strenuous and challenging
life and be able to find beauty in it. It is more
rare, and in this case more valuable, that Bill
T. Jones had been able to do the above and to
dance about it.
Maya Angelou
experience of the workshop partici¬
pants. I realized that the resources
necessary to cope with life-threaten¬
ing illnesses are the same as those
necessary for truly owning one's
life."
Jones once told a journalist, "If
Still is the interior world of one per¬
son or a group of individual? .strug¬
gling with a troubling revelation,

at center stage, Morrison took up
book and slowly started in with her
deep poetic voice, and Roach crept
up with a light beat that was soon
to send the whole performance into
synch. The standing ovation in Lin¬
coln Center that night expressed the
Continual on Page 18 1
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Music Department adds ethnomusicology to agenda
by Sarah Steinheimer
Ethnomusicologist Linda Will¬
iams' recent arrival is the beginning
of a broader music department at
Bates. Williams, who is a visiting
lecturer this semester, is Bates' first
ethnomusicologist.
"It feels good to be establishing
a new program," Williams said.

According to
Williams,
ethnomusicology is a
relativelt new
discipline that is not
taught at many
schools, and most of
those who do have it
are large
Universities.
This semester she is teaching a class
on World Folk music as well as a
seminar that deals with theories and
techniques of ethnomusicology.
Williams says she is particularly ex¬
cited about her Short Term unit,
which will deal with West African
drumming.
According to Williams,
ethnomusicology is a relatively new
discipline that is not taught at many
schools, and most of those who do

have it are large universities. Will¬
iams said she was excited to come
to Bates based on her attraction to
liberal arts programs: "One on one
interaction with students is really
the essence of education," she
stated.
Williams received her Masters
degree in performance from the
University of Michigan. She was
trained in the alto saxophone and pi¬
ano, and specialized in jazz. She
spent ten years teaching at Cheney
University in Pennsylvania and it
was not until her year at the Univer¬
sity of Pittsburgh that she became
interested in ethnomusicology. Dur¬
ing this year, Williams became ac¬
quainted with Kwabena Nketia, a
Ghanian drummer who was also
teaching at the University. Nketia
taught Williams drumming and she
discovered a new musical interest.
While she continues to enjoy jazz,
she has found drumming to be a to¬
tally different experience that allows
her a "physical outlet."
After that year she resigned and
decided to get her PH. D. in
ethnomusicology. During her third
year in the PH. D. program, Will¬
iams traveled to Zimbabwe where
she spent 16 months performing and
researching for her dissertation on
jazz. Williams has found music to
be an "indirect link that takes you
all over the world." Her jazz per¬
forming has also let her travel to Ja¬
maica, Malawi, and Zambia, and she
spent some time in Europe perform¬
ing classical music.
Williams said she has enjoyed

her first couple of weeks at Bates
and is "proud to become part of the
Bates team." She has found the fac¬
ulty supportive and is excited about
working with students. "I've found
the students to be enthusiastic, en¬
couraging, and extremely articulate
and I am impressed with the way
they perceive new things," she said.
Williams also commented that

"I've found the
students to be
enthusiastic,
encouraging, and
extremely articulate,
and I am impressed
with the way they
perceive things.
Linda Williams,
Lecturer of Music
the tight and friendly community of
Bates and Lewiston remind her of
her home in South Carolina. She is
excited about her move to Maine, as
she says always enjoys living in new
places.
Williams also expressed that
she looks forward to working with
the World Folk Society, and once the
winter weather clams down she says
she hopes to find some good jazz
clubs in Portland.

Linda Williams, Lecturer of Music, who will tech Mandrikan Drumming
in the Short Term, displays her talents.
Paige Brown photo.

Mr. Holland’s ‘failure’ sends bizarre view of teaching
by Jessica Christie and
Alexandra Socarides
There is something fundamen¬
tally strange about the hero/teacher
movies Hollywood has churned out
in the last ten years. Let's take Dead
Poets Society, Lean on Me, and Stand
and Deliver just as a sampling. These
teachers came into their academic
institutions with far out thoughts
and expectations. They took "the
road less travelled by," were
shunned by the adults and children
for being strange, and then one day
(poof!) the kids get it, the teacher is
a hero. This teacher, usually a man,
has undaunting energy, no familial
attachments, and an unrealistic de¬
sire for power. Well, Mr. Holland's
Opus has broken the mold. He is
lazy, selfish, and has no desire to
change anybody's life but his own.
Mr. Holland (Richard Dreyfuss)
takes a job at the local high school
in his town under the premise that
"like everyone else, I only got a
teaching certificate to fall back on."
Thus, Mr. Holland starts his 30 year
teaching career, believing that teach¬
ing will provide him with enough
free time to complete his Opus.
Anyone who has been a high school
student or teacher knows that "ex¬

tra time" in this context is an oxy¬
moron. Mr. Holland begins his job
with the worst attitude, and ends
up becoming the world's greatest
teacher. Whatever.
So you wonder where this
great turnabout came from. By vir¬
tue of his wife (Glenne Headly) get-

"Like evryone else, I
only got a teaching
certificate to fall back
on."
Mr. Holland
ting pregnant, something he views
at first as an impediment to his mu¬
sical career, he is forced to continue
to teach. It's difficult to feel sorry
for a selfish man who feels forced
into teaching, and makes his wife
feel guilty, in turn, for getting preg¬
nant. Now with a baby on the way
Mr. Holland "sees the light" and
starts to teach music in a way that
these kids really find innovative.
Clearly we didn't, and as Mr. Hol¬
land said "1 made 32 kids sleep with
their eyes open." The audience here
can relate.
* ' ' '

Movie
Review
In what could have been an in¬
teresting subplot, the Holland's
child, aptly named Coltrane
Gershwin, is bom deaf. This seem¬
ingly tragic twist of a deaf child bom
to a man so passionate about music
was undeveloped and predictable.
In the most emotional performance
of the movie, Iris Holland argues
with her husband about sending
their son to a private school where
he will learn to sign and communi¬
cate with people. Cole's inability to
express himself to his mother, and
her subsequent inability to under¬
stand her son, will almost bring you
tears. But Mr. Holland is the only
one who seems unmoved. Eventu¬
ally, Cole's mother is the one to pick
up sign language, and Mr. Holland
cannot carry on a conversation with
his son without his wife there to in¬
terpret. Yet again the main woman
in this movie is the caretaker and
peacekeeper of all, and only once a
while will she get a kiss for all her
efforts.
Clearly Mr. Holland's relation¬

ship with women is dysfunctional,
but no one is prepared for the next
subplot: his mid-life crisis. In all the
bad teacher movies, we're not sure
even one of them ever sunk so low
as to seriously contemplate having
an affair with a high school student.
Rowena Morgan (Jean Louisa

Mr. Holland is not a
great teacher; he's
not even a likeable

guyKelly), the beauty cast in Holland's
Gershwin review, touches her
teacher's life in such a profound
way that he names a theme in his
opus after her. During her rendition
of "Someone to Watch Over Me,"
the looks she casts towards her con¬
ductor are enough to make you
cringe. A sketchy kiss ends their
time together, and he returns to his
wife who never seems to have
missed him in the first place.
If you are in the mood for a
crash course on the history of this
country from the mid 1960's to 1995,

this touches all the important points
in our great nation's history. The
clippings, shown at the most inop¬
portune times, cover thirty years in
less than three minutes of footage.
The only historical fact worth pre¬
senting in this movie is the attention
given to John Lennon's death. If we
were going to follow the course of
music history it would have been
one thing. Token attempts to high¬
light Vietnam, Watergate, and the
Carter administration drag this
never-ending film on.
The script was badly written,
the acting was terrible, and the
director's positioning of noteworthy
historical facts was skewed. The
music was good, but then again, it
was a movie with the word "Opus"
in the title.
And so now, after having en¬
dured Mr. Holland for 2 and a half
hours, we are once more kept pris¬
oner in the high school gymnasium.
Every one of his students, some now
50 years of age, have congregated to
perform the opus it has taken him
some 30 years to write. The New
York Times movie review said "Mr.
Holland's Opus is a generous life."
Regardless, even if his opus suc¬
ceeds, Mr. Holland is not a great
teacher; he's not even a likeable per¬
son.
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Personal struggle with
AIDS governs dance
Continued from Page 16

passion that is invoked when artis¬
tic realms can mesh and play off of
each other for an evening. Any
doubts that critics had about how
this experiment would work were
dropped.
Maya Angelou wrote about Bill
T. Jones "It is a rare thing for a per¬
son to have the courage to live a
strenuous and challenging life and
be able to find beauty in it. It is more
rare, and in this case more valuable,
that Bill T. Jones had been able to do
the above and to dance about it."
Jones is Artistic Director of the

Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance
Company and Resident Choreogra¬
pher of the Lyon Opera Ballet in
Lyon, Florida. He currently lives in
New York. He has created over 40
works for his own company, and has
been commissioned to create for the
Alvin Ailey American Dance The¬
ater, the Boston Ballet, and the Lyon
Opera Ballet. He has been the re¬
cipient of two New York Dance and
Performance (Bessie) Awards, a Dor¬
othy B. Chandler Performing Arts
Award, the Dance Magazine Award,
and, in 1994, the Mac Arthur Fellow¬
ship.
The opportunity to listen to
Jones' words here at Bates is one not
to be missed.
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Speech given by Bill T. Jones at the opening
of the Gay Gaines in New York in the
summer of 1994. He writes of this speech, “I
had never felt so focused, so understood, in
any public appearance in my life.”
There was a time when as an Af¬
rican-American if you were frustrated,
irate, and defiant enough and some¬
body had the nerve to tell you that you
had to do anything, you could always
strike back with: “I don't have to do
nothing but stay black and die." I
heard my mother say it. 1 read Maya
Angelou’s report of a conversation in
which Billie Holiday said it. And I am
sure that I, too, at some point in that
hell called puberty said it.
So here we all are, living in a time
when everything seems possible, and
yet loss is probably the reigning senti¬
ment of the day. If I substitute the
word “gay" for “black"- as I oftentimes
feel as a gay man a bit like a nigger- "I
don't have to do anything but stay gay
and die..." Somehow it doesn't roll off
the tongue as deliciously, as irrefutably
as the original statement.
We'll let the bio-detectives divine
if we have to stay gay or not. We all
know the second part is beyond ques¬
tion.
I don't have to do anything but
stay gay and die.
But what do I want to do?
What can I do?
I came here today because I
wanted to see us, and be one of us. I
wanted to realize that Stonewall really
was twenty-five years ago.
What can we do?
Here we are- and what can we do?
We can congregate openly.
We can have the Love that dares
speak its name.
We can have an army of lovers.
We can do it to him.
We can do it to her.
We can do it this way and that.
We can do it.
We can have one lover.
We can find the one and lose him,
lose her.
We can find the one and love,
knowing life is counted these days in
months and weeks, not years and de¬
cades.
We can hold on.
We can let go.
We have to.
We can be therefor them.
We can be there for them when
they are fine.
We can be there for them when
they are beautiful.

We can be there for her when
"slash, poison, and burn" are her only
choices as she faces breast cancer.
We can be therefor him when he's
lost fifty pounds, is covered with le¬
sions, and the Hickman catheter pro¬
trudes through his chest.
We can be there.
We have to.
We can help answer the question
What is man? What is woman?
We can be mothers.
We can be fathers.
We can be sisters.
We can be brothers.
We can be sons.
We can be daughters.
We can be the best friend you ever
had.
We can be the most evil "son of a
bitch" you never hope to see again.
We can get a president elected.
We can be president.
We can make mistakes.
We can make amends.
We can compete.
We can run.
We can throw balls.
We can break world records.
We can win.
We can lose.
We can fall down.
We can get up and do it again,
better.
We can go for it as if we have
nothing to lose, knowing we have ev¬
erything to lose.
We can fight.
We can be soldiers.
We can be victims.
We can be victimizes.
We can make music.
We can take cloth, wood, stone
and make it walk that walk and talk
that talk.
We can dress a king, and undress
him too.
We can remember those that oth¬
ers feel are best forgotten.
We can tear up a dance floor and
put it all back together again.
We can talk hud in public.
We can be fierce.
We can be small.
We can be mighty.
We can be too much.
We can be just enough, just in
time.
We can.
We have to.

Saturday, Jan. 27 and
Sunday, Jan. 28
Concert: Lawrence Golan, PSO
Concertmaster, violin will per¬
form FINZ1 Romance for String,
DVORAK/SUK Selections from
The Cypresses, ROSSINI Sonata
No. 1 in G Major for Strings, and
VIVALDI The Four Seasons at the
State Theatre at 6:30 p.m. on Sat¬
urday and 2:00 p.m. on Sunday.

Sunday, Jan. 28
Maine Audubon Society: Expert
musher Tony Simpso will present
a slide show on his experiences
using dog sleds on expeditions to
Antartica and Alaska. He'll also
touch upon recreational and rac¬
ing dogsledding at 2:00 p.m. Call
781-2330 for more information.

Tickets currently on
Sale!
Dave

Matthews

and

Tim

Reynolds of the Dave Matthews
Band will peform a very special
Valentine's Day acoustic concert
on Wednesday evening, February
14th, at Colby. There are a limited
number of tickets, so pick them up
now at the Bates Student Activi¬

Write Arts for
the Bates Student!
Meetings:
Sunday 7 p.m. in Chase

ties Office.

Natalie Merchant will be perform¬
ing in Portland on Valentine's
Day. Tickets can be purchased at
Ticket Master at Coconuts.
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A chip off the old block

OUTRIGHT WHIMSY
ON THE WORLD OF

As we all know, the American public more or less revolves, for some reason, around professional sports, whether it be baseball,
basketball,
golf or competitive sled racing. If the contest will judge a superior force, then America will be there to see it, and will most likely
ADVERTISING
be tossing down a fair supply of junk food at the very same time. I'm not really sure about what makes that combination so inescapable, but
by
I don't believe anyone necessarily cares about that, and would prefer instead to ponder the deeper meanings of flavored tortilla chips and the
Josh Vallee/
^
dramatic rise and fall of Pepsi's Slam Can campaign.
Already, we as consumers find Doritos brand tortilla chips a little suspect, for, indeed, who would have guessed that one lives in a world in
which one could simply pick up a bag of fried tortilla pieces, coated with a mysterious orange dust, for only a dollar a pop? Nacho cheese is not a cheese
a*a^'
a corr|bination of different things. In fact, if one were to follow the whole nacho thing to its fruition, one would realize that the chip itself is an effort
to duplicate nachos themselves, to recreate the hot plate of melted cheese covered chips in a carry-around, no-mess fashion. Again, who would have guessed that
there was a steady demand for that?
However, this simple chip couldn t contain the high demand for flavored chips, and so Doritos brand delivered subsequent products, in new directions, charting
great new chip frontiers. Ranch flavored chips supposedly resembled ranch dressing, and Salsa Rio (literally, river sauce), attempted to replace the need for actual salsa. No
one made much of a fuss about these homey products, which felt as natural as a Calgon bubble bath. It was when Doritos introduced brand name flavored chips that the roof
blew off the entire industry. Following the growing merger trends of the nineties, Doritos gave America three new flavors: Taco Supreme (from Taco Bell), Chester's Cheese (Cheetos
flavored chips, owned, like Doritos, by Frito Lay), and now, Pizza Cravers, by Pizza Hut. Suddenly, all things American can be found laced into tortilla chips. Next, I imagine, will be coffee
flavored, and Steak-Umm chips, and maybe yummy Budweiser (and Bud Lite, of course) chips. Go figure.
In short, the Slam Can phenomena followed what beer companies had already noticed: people, for whatever reason, want more of your product than you can fit in a twelve ounce
can. Soda companies had expanded their output by introducing plastic bottles, of various sizes. When Coca-Cola noticed that even their sixteen ounce bottles didn't cut the Little Debbie's
Zebra Cake, they phased in the relatively titanic twenty ounce bottle. Pepsi didn't follow suit, and so, we imagine, were left in the dust, on the wrong side of the soda packaging gap. Pepsi
quickly implemented the Slam Can, a towering sixteen ounce container, for the same price as normal cans. Alas, consumers soon noted the vast inconvenience of this abomination, which one
couldn't close, therefore making a rather large amount of soda pop virtually stationary. Left with half a can of flat pop, consumers saw that the thing was impractical and entirely
unnecessary, and stopped buying them. The up side to this is that most convenience stores are dropping prices on these cans, and so can be had for next to nothing. Be a part of history and
?ad planning, and get yours today. The "pop art" (their term, not mine) has a place on everyone's mantle, I assure you.

Parsons Dance Company
Friday, January 26 at 8 pm
Lewiston Middle School Auditorium

JUMP
FOR
JOY!
Sponsored by6M\veU WCSH-TV
Associate SponsorPhilips Lighting

BeauSoleil

All Seating Reserved $16/$18
$12 Students & Seniors

Avec Michael Doucet

Saturday, February 10 at 8 pm
Central Maine Technical College
Turner Street, Auburn

CAJUN
DANCE
PARTY!
Season Underwriter Austin Associates
Associate Sponsor Seltzer & Rydholm
Floor Chairs S16/Bleachers$14
$12 Students & Seniors Bleachers

Patty Larkin & Cheryl Wheeler
Friday, March 15 at 8 pm

DOUBLE
FEATURE!
Associate Sponsors
Platz Associates
WCYY-FM
All Seating Reserved S13/$15
$12 Students & Seniors

TICKETS & INFORMATION

(800) 639-2919
Courtesy Frontier Communications of New England

L/A Arts, 234 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, ME 04240
Season Underwriters Austin Associates • Rowe Auburn • Sun Joumal/Sunday
99.9 Kiss FM & WLAM • 6A!ive!/WCSH-TV • Pacios, Rausch & Co.
School Program Underwriter Androscoggin Savings Bank

or (207) 782-7228
Tickets on sale weekdays 9 am - 4:30 pm
and one hour before every event.
Visa / MasterCard / Checks

Serving Breakfast until 1:00 pm
Open Seven days a week.

9USTER ■

l&flGEL

EAT IN OR
TAKE OUT

Hours
Monday - Friday
6-3 pm
Saturday 6-2 pm
Sunday 7 -1 pm

336 CENTER STREET, AUBURN
PHONE 777-7007

J'ora/ ^eo/mesr
ffltur (jav'c
HAIR CUTS
BODY PIERCING
NAIL CARE

PERMS
HAIR WRAPS
TANNING FACILITIES

Attention Bates Students:
15% Discount with your Bates ID.
795-6778 • 77 Sabattus Street
Tires. & Wed. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Thurs. & Fri 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., Sat 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Dexter’s

not his usual self.

You suspect the

salsa.

So you call Dr. Nusblatt, your family vet back home.
The

call

(TOO bad about the

cheap.
COYlSllltCltlOtT

fee.)

Live off campus? Sign up for AT&T True Reach Savings"' and save 25%

no matter who, how, when or where
you call in the U.S.

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Reach Savings™ is simple. Save 25% on every kind of call on
your AT&T phone bill-direct dial, calling card, directory assistance, local toll, cellular, fax and modem when you spend just $25 a month* No other plan gives you all these different ways to save’*
Just call 1800 TRUE-ATT to sign up. Save on every call. That’s Your True ChoicefM

Bates men's hockey club dealt
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Daniel

Webster

College a

beating, scoring a touchdown, a
two-point conversion,

Egos, Airballs and Elbows
An inside look at I.M. Hoops
by Daniel Hooley
The piles of clothes lay
scattered aimlessly about the
wooden bleachers in such a way that
the unknowing, upon seeing them,
half-expects to turn and find a group
of men skinny-dipping in a pool.
But such is not the case. For it is
Tuesday night, and although the
temperature outside is cold enough
to give an Eskimo mercury anxiety,
inside it's hotter than the banks of
the river Styx. So move over Dickey
V, there's no need for the ESPN
hype, because it sure ain't Super
Tuesday... but don't tell these guys
that.
Possessing
shooting
touches sometimes so awful that
they could give Dr. J. a stroke, and
brandishing elbows that would
make the WWF proud, these boys
come ready to play. So, tonight, as
is the case three or four nights a
week, the harmonious squeak of
rubber soles against the wooden
floor can be heard, as the intramu¬
ral hoop season gets underway.
Unlike intramural soccer, where the
turnouts are often so sparse that one
would think that the balls were
rolled in manure, and spring softball, where the drunken antics with
bats often resemble clips from
Double Dare, hoop draws. Big Time,
Baby.
The presence of Alumni
Gymnasium and the spacious Grey
Cage provide ample room for some
roundball, but in themselves, they
don't have a heavily magnetizing
effect. Alumni is quaint, cozy, nos¬
talgia-filled and offers a top-notch
floor and rims so soft that they give
shooters nocturnal emissions. Still,
it won't be confused with the Dean
Dome.
The Grey Cage, named so
because of its dominant hue - yeah,
it's sure grey- and its posh decorum
that can only be found in, yes, a cage,
is far from a basketball mecca, no
less a real court. Its floor, so slick
that the moonwalking it provokes
would turn Michael Jackson green
with envy, is a harsh reminder of
how close one actually is to a com¬
pound fracture. The grey backdrop
against the transparent backboards
makes Chinese water torture sound
like a better alternative to hoisting
up a deep three in front of a throng
of defenders. So, Mars Blackman, it
may be the shoes for MJ, but it sure
ain't the gyms for these guys. And
yet, their passion for playing is so
white-hot that if the circumstances
were such that the varsity teams
were using both facilities, don't be
surprised if these guys pulled a
Naismith and hung peach baskets at
either end of Commons.
Since no actual funding is
provided for the I.M. season, save

Traffic Jam!! The action in the paint is intense as fellow hoopsters battle
above for I.M. bragging rights. Below, the crowd gets into it as I.M. brings
people to the edges of their seats.
Paige Bnnni photo nlmvc, Seim Doherty photo below

the money spent to pay the refs and
co-directors Seth Thompson '98 and
Mary Sporcic '96, the interest that
the hoop season spurns is undeni¬
able. With the levels of play rang¬
ing from A to C with declining com¬
petition as one goes down, there is
quite simply a place for everyone.
The A league is usually
comprised of individuals who have
either delusions of grandeur, former
members of the varsity who feel the
desire to prolong the glory days, or
members of the faculty, who tap
from seemingly endless pools of tal¬
ent within the maintenance depart¬
ment. The B league is often the most
competitive with the teams consist¬
ing of athletes for whom the rock is
not naturally in their hands. C
league consists of people still strug¬
gling with the development of up¬
right coordination, but nonetheless
ardent fans of the game.
The quality of the games
varies, with A league players more
often concerned with recreating a
move or pass seen on ESPN, than
actually scoring. B produces the
most competitive games, with the
scores so low that they resemble
football, not hoops. C is fairly com¬
petitive, as they follow the sudden
death format, as the first person to
score, wins.
Uniforms vary, since none
are provided, with the shirts and
skins dichotomy of old having been
replaced with the highly unpopular
pinnies. Some teams are so serious
that they have silk-screened teeshirts baring their team's brethren;
however, this is rare. More often the
Continued on Page 23

and

kicking a field goal en route to an
11-1 pasting. Lighting the lamp
for the 'Cats were Ryan Sahr '97
twice, Billy Hayes '97 twice,
followed by a score apiece from
Cam

Donaldson

'96,

Paul

Nemetz-Carlson '98, Dan McGee
'96, Dan Murphy '96, Phil
Alegranti '98, Nate Anderson '96,
and Chris Meritt '96. Chris
Weinberg '96 added a helper. The
'Cats invite the University of
New Hampshire to Underhill this
weekend, hoping to tame the
Wildcats in consecutive games on
Saturday and Sunday.

B ates men's squash broke onto
the national scene, earning a #18
ranking

this

past

week.

Travelingto the Empire State, the
'Cats revealed their claws,
scratching out wins over
Fordam, Columbia, Hamilton,

Inside
the
Lines
and Cornell, falling only to a
tough Franklin and Marshall
team. The win over Cornell was
legendary, as The Big Red came
into the match ranked #14 in the
nation.

It proved to be the

highest ranked opponent Bates
has beaten to date. The 'Cats
invite everyone to some asskicking, home-style, as they meet
the White Mules of Colby
Monday January 29 at 4 p.m. on
the second and third floors of
Merrill.

Bates

women's

track

is

reaching unprecedented heights,
sending 10 competitors to the
New England Division III meet
and 6 to the ECAC’s.

Their

success isn't a surprise, however.
Under the tutelage of head coach
Carolyn Court, who was recently
named New Engl.and Coach of
the Year for the fall cross-country
season, the 'Cats contine to
outrun their opponents. Read
about them next week in Sports.
#12
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Take me to the land of
the ice and snow...
by Will Nessle and Travis
Emery

Indestructable! Despite horrible weather conditions, the Ski team
persevered, competing in this weekend's carnivals and earning some marks
for their bravery.
Becky Steer photo.

After a three year hiatus,
Bates hosted the first of six Division
I Carnival ski races, a series which
promises to provide ample compe¬
tition and just plain cold entertain¬
ment. Due to seasonal flooding,
however, the first day's giant slalom
was canceled, though the nordic
side skied the 3x5K relay undaunted
by the fog and rain. Saturday, the
slalom event was held on the newlyfrozen descents of Sunday River, not
the best of conditions for this fierce
competition.
Friday's nordic race was
held in "crappy, wet conditions"
according to David Chamberlain
'96, one of the nordies competing in
the relay. The conditions contrib¬
uted to "trouble in the start" for the
'Cats, who fought their way to a
sixth place finish in the mens' relay.
Saturday's 10K Classic
race was held under brighter skies
and Bates took advantage, with
Chamberlain '98 finishing fifth and
Justin Freeman '98 fourteenth.
Captains Mark Peabody
'96, Clovis Young '96 and Andy

Weaver '96 led the mighty alpine
team to Bethel with great determi¬
nation and desire. This weekend's
race pitted the Bobcats against the
likes of Dartmouth, the University
of Vermont, University of New
Hampshire,
Williams,
and
Middlebury.
The day began for most
fans with a drive through the
flooded Bethel metroplex. The driv¬
ing was treacherous as water cov¬
ered the road in several places, and
forced detours. Pleasantly surpris¬
ing, though, was the fan turnout for
the skiers. Bates students, skiers and
nonskiers alike, flocked to the
mountain to yell, scream, hoot and
holler for the skiers through the
blinding speeds and hairpin turns
characteristic of the prestigious Sun¬
day River slalom. Many more ski¬
ers started the race than actually fin¬
ished. Encased in bulletproof ice,
the mind-boggling pitch of "Mon¬
day Mourning" proved fantastic for
tray-sliding but less user-friendly
for the racers.
While most of the women
completed both runs bruise-free, the
men were utterly black and blue by
the finish. Sandy Perrins '97, who

lost his shinguard en route, took a
beating for the team and was one of
a select few to finish both rims with¬
out retracing their tracks.
Young '96 displayed his
prowess on the first run, getting to
the finish faster than almost every¬
body. But while trying to make the
jump from second best to top gun,
he was ousted from the running by
an especially nasty straight flush.
Graham Hubner '97 and his scream¬
ing Dartmouth buddies cheered him
on while he climbed back to pick up
where he left off and assured a fin¬
ish for the team.
Sean Clark '97 tallied the
best result of the day for the alpine
side, with an impressive sixth place
finish. "I think we surprised some
people [Saturday] in the slalom.
Clovis and Sean both skied really
fast, and we showed that we've got
a shot at some upsets this season if
we put together some good races,"
commented Kina Pickett III '97, who
didn't finish his second slalom run.
The canceled giant slalom
race will be held at the St. Lawrence
Carnival this coming Sunday at Ru¬
mors in Lake Placid, New York.
Bates will have a long drive.

Hey Baywatch baby cakes,
around here we really swim
by Becky Steer

Bill Cosby knows how high blood cho¬
lesterol can lead to heart disease. He also
knows how changes can help turn the
problem around. To learn more, contact
your nearest American Heart Association.
You can help prevent heart disease.
We can tell you how.

American Heart Association
This space provided as a public service.

What comes to mind when
you think about the Bates swim¬
ming and diving team? Shiny hair?
Speedos? The composition of the
water in Tarbell Pool? A crazy
bunch of Bates students awkward
out of the water?
Whatever your image or
perception of this stellar team may
be, do not rule out anything. First,
one should note that the team is off
to a great start. Both the men's and
women's teams rallied after a tough
meet with Middlebury and the
women defeated Norwich.
Last weekend the women
beat Babson at Babson and the men
lost by a narrow margin. "We have
a great team this year," said Jen
Weiers '97. "A few of our juniors
have gone away for the semester but
we have some returning as well. A
lot of us have already qualified for
New Englands." Last year the team
only sent one swimmer, Melissa
Sander '97, to Nationals and would
like to qualify a few more for this
year.
The team seems to have
avoided the flu bugs going around

and the only major injury to a swim¬
mer occurred outside of practice.
There have been a few
changes, though. With their heads
in the water for two hours a day,
swimmers have traditionally vented
via quotes collected on the "warm
fuzzies" and "grizzly grumpies"
quote boards in the locker rooms.
"This year we have 'the quote board'
in the women's locker room. The
men's team is always asking if their
names are on it and what it says,"
said Weiers.
While most of the quotes
are especially funny only to mem¬
bers of the team and need a long
explanation and four years worth of
freshman face books for any out¬
sider to understand, the existence of
the women's quote board has
prompted certain members of the
men's team to make midnight trips
to their women's locker rooms to
satisfy their curiosity.
Coach Dana Mulholland
held an intensive training camp dur¬
ing the holidays which involved the
infamous "doubles sessions" that
athletes and especially swimmers,
know too well. However, the two

sessions of long workouts in the
pool were not the team's biggest
complaint this year. "Last year we
went to Florida for training camp. _
This year we stayed in sunny
Lewiston," said Heidi McDonald
'97. "But, coach understood our
desire to be close to the ocean and
set up a mini-beach with a palm tree
and sand right on deck. Next time
we want an inflatable pool with hot
water."
Despite being "pale" in
comparison to other teams who did
travel for training camp, the Bates
team may be next in line for appear¬
ances on Bay Watch. After a Bates
graduate appeared on the world fa¬
mous television show, a few of the
swimmers came across an article
which insisted that Bay Watch only
employs "real" swimmers and pro¬
vided a "Bay Watch Workout". "We
did the Bay Watch Workout the
other day," said Denby Johnson '98.
"It was kind of....well, easy. I would
say it was about 500 yards. We usu¬
ally do about 5000-6000 a day."
The team is preparing for
a dual with Tufts at home this week¬
end. Rest assured David Hasselhoff
won't be there.

UPCOMING VARSITY EVENTS
WED
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Amherst.9
Williams.6
Hamilton.5
Bowdoin.4
Conn. College... 6
Trinity.5
Colby.4
Bates.7
Tufts.3
Wesleyan.2

0
0

1.000
1.000

1
1
2
2
2
6
3
5

.833
.800
.750
.714
.667
.538
.500
.400

W
Bowdoin.7
Conn. College... 6
Middlebury.5
Trintiy.5
Bates.9
Hamilton.6
Amherst.5
Tufts.3
Williams.1
Wesleyan.0

Last week’s games

Williams College

Totals.200 36-76 19-22 14-46 21 10
98
Percentage: FG .474, FT .864,3-Point Goals 7-19,
.368(Mehr 0-1, Hunt 0-1, Nogelo 5-11,
Humphreys 1-3, Botti 0-1, Ladley 0-1, McGuire
1-1). Team Rebounds:2. Blocked Shots:3 (Both 2,
Frew 1) Turnovers: 8 (Mehr 1, Nogelo 3,
Humphreys 1, Snyder 1 Chapin 2). Steals: 12
(Mehr 1, Nogelo 3, Humphreys 1, Botti 3, Frew
2, Mcguire 1, Chapin 1)

Totals.200 28-62

5-9

1.000

1
1
2
4
3
3
5
3
7

.857
.833
.714
.692
.667
.625
.400
.200
.000

University of Southern Maine 73,Bates62
Bates 75, Savannah College of Art &Design
Bates 79,University of New England 74

Min. FG
m-a
Combs.20
0^
Silivus.40 2-10
Sommerfld... 4
0-0
Gumell.37 4-13
Smith.21
1-8
Corbin.40
1-8
Sullivan.38 9-21

FT Reb
m-a
o-t
0-0
0-2
1-2
0-1
0-0
1-1
6-11
4-9
1-2 7-13
0-0
0-2
3-5 3-10

A PF Pts.
1
4
0
5
2
1
1

2
4
1
4
4
2
1

0
7
0
14
3
3
21

Totals.200 17-64 11-20 16-41 14

18

48

Percentage: FG .266, FT .550,3-Point Goals 3-11,
.273 (Combs 0-2, Silvius 2-7, Corbin 1-2). Team
Rebounds: 5. Blocked Shots: 3 (Smith, Sullivan
2). Turnovers: 18 (Combs 2, Silvius 5, Gumell 4,
Smith 1, Corbin 3, Sullivan 3). Steals: 8 (Silvius
1, Gumell 1, Corbin 2, Sullivan 4)

Bates
FT
m-a
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
1- 4
0-0
0-0
2- 3
2-3

0

Bates
Reb A PF Pts.
o-t
0-1 0
0
0
1-3 7
2
21
0-0 0
0
0
0-10
1
0
0-2 2
2
2
1-2 0
0
0
0-0 0
0
0
0-0 2
1
6
0-5 10
0
0-3 0
2
7
1-5 0
4
8
1-10
0
0
1-5 0
3
20
3-3 12
6
8-35 15 17

M. BASKETBALL
W. BASKETBALL

THURS

70

Percentage: FG .452, FT .556,3-Point Goals 9-23,
.391 (Piandes 5-9, White 0-4, Wells 0-1, Garvey
4-8 Strandberg 0-1). Team Rebounds: 1. Blocked
Shots: 1 (Jenkins). Turnovers: 16 (Cacciola-M. 1
Piandes 5, White 3, Timoll 3, Garvey 3,
Strandberg 1). Steals: 7 (Piandes 3, White,
Sargent, Strandberg, Jenkins)

Min. FG
m-a
Devlin.29
2-8
McCrave.37
2-9
Woodson .... 29
4-4
Taylor.20 5-14
Grace.5
0-1
Frissora.5
0-1
Porter.23
3-9
Ledkovsky... 4
0-1
Matlen.17
1-4
Bonkovsky. 31 12-15
Totals

FT Reb A PF Pts.
m-a
o-t
2-2
0-1 8
0
6
1- 4 2-12 12
4
5
0-0
0-1 0
2
9
2- 2
2-7 0
4
15
0-0
0-1 0
0
0
0-1
0-10
0
0
0-0
3-5 0
1
9
0-1
0-2 0
1
0
2- 2
1-3 11
4
3- 4 4-13 2
2
27

200 32-80 24-35 19-49 20

19

SAT

SUN

MON

Emerson

UMF
7:30 p.m.

Bowdoin
4:00 p.m.

TUES

UMF

Colby
7:00 p.m.

SKIING
M. SQUASH

FRI

7:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.
St. Lawrei ce
Carnival u
Lake Placi i, NY TBA
Conn. Coll.
& Tufts Q
Bowdoin

Colby
7:00 p.m.

w/ Tufts
Bowdoin

W. SQUASH

Tufts
12:00 p.m.

SWIMMING
M.TRACK

Coast
Guard
Quad
Meet

W. TRACK

Bates
Challenge
Cup

Savannah College of Art and Design

FT Reb A PF Pts.
m-a
o-t
2-2'
0 2
1
2
0-0
2-3 0
0
2
4-5
1-7 5
1
27
4-5
1-4 4
0
25
2-2
3-6 4
3
14
0-0
2-6 2
0
0
2-2
0-2 2
1
4
0-0
0-0 0
0
0
0-0
1-2 0
0
0
2- 2
0-1 2
3
7
3- 4 2-10 0
1
17

Min. FG
m-a
Kelleher.3
0-1
Piandes.34 8-16
Cacciola-M... 3
0-1
Hagge-Gm... 5
0-1
Timoll.12
1-1
Wells.4
0-2
Lanoue.7
0-0
White.27
3-7
Sargent.17
0-0
Lowe.20
3-6
Strandberg . 22
4-8
Anderson.3
0-0
Garvey.27 7-14
Jenkins.16
2-5

%

Last week’s games

University of Southern Maine 85,Bates 79
Bates 104,Western New England College94
Williams College 98, Bates 70

Min. FG
m-a
Mehr.8
0-3
Hunt.3
1-4
Nogelo.30 9-19
Humphreys 37 10-14
Both.30
6-8
Snyder.11
0-4
Frew.30
1-3
Christman .... 3
0-1
Ladley.3
0-2
Maguire.........l7 2-5
Chapin.28 7-13

L

By the

NUMBERS

“Saywhat?”

<CD

"How do ya get those
pants off, turpentine?"

The number of rim¬
rocking dunks by the
William's Ephmen over
the Bobcats hoop team in
the Eph's 98-70 win on
Jan. 20,1996.

-a Bates fan commenting
on the tightness of a
certain referee's uniform

Black and blue and in a zoo

90

Percentage: FG .439, FT .625,3-Point Goals 7-20,
.350 (Devlin 0-1, Taylor 3-7, Porter 3-8, McCrave
0-2 Woodson 1-1, Grace 0-1). Team Rebounds: 2.
Blocked Shots: 1 (Bonkovsky 1). Turnovers: 21
(Devlin 7, McCrave 4,Woodson 5, Matlen 1,
Bonkovsky 1, Frissora 2, Taylor 1, Ledkovsky 1).
Steals: 13 (Devlin 2, McCrave 7, Woodson 1,
Taylor 1, Bonkovsky 2) #12 #12#12CM

Continued from page 21

players don replica jerseys and shorts, hoping
their style will improve their jump shot. Popu¬
lar are the knee-length shorts and black socks
reminiscent of the maize and blue of Michi¬
gan. But mind you, the closest anyone comes
to a Fab Five is when a men's team comprised
of Deansmen decides to sing during a time¬
out.
It isn't rare to find an antediluvian
hoopster, who either by personal preference,
or simply not knowing, decides to sport a pair
of cookies -shorts that tend to give unneeded
attention to the buttocks and groin area- a mesh

jersey with a year within the 80's and a wellknown vacation spot printed on the front (see
Jared Libby '97), and a pair of tube socks hiked
to the gills. They all work, but style counts.
So, the next time you .make the long
traverse across campus on one of those disturb¬
ingly cold nights, be not afraid, for the repeti¬
tive thump you hear in the distance is of no
concern. There is no stranger lurking in the
shadows, no wild animal behind the big tree
to call security about. The noise you hear is
quite certainly a basketball, as it is pounded
endlessly against a wooden floor. Forget the
Den. The library can wait. We have some
hoops, baby, I.M. hoops! Doubleheader in the
cage, baby! Diaper Dandies in Alumni! Un¬
believable Baby! Awesome!

American Heart frjfe

Association.^^
Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES

THIS FATAL ACCIDENT WAS CAUSED
BY TEENAGERS GETTING STONED AND
GOING TOO FAST.

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

fijl A Pubi'c service ot ii.
SS" your Sta’- Foresters.

1

1-800-AH A-USA1 "
This space provided as a public service.
©1994, American Heart Association
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Sawaal maidan par
What has been your most embarrassing moment at Bates?

letting caught on the quad in i|
pajamas, maiding mg dog.'
—Sarah ttcdnight 1

"lading out the front steps at Page "Ng life is a series of embarrasing
and dnocding over an unsuspecting
moments.'
parent." —fllex Weld'!?
—Scott Boston 1
Reported by Kristen Gagne

HEY, MARTY, W HEY, KENNER,
YOU KNOW THAT / DID YOU KNOW
TODAY 15 MY / THAT I DON'T
BIRTHDAY ^ A
CARE?
.

Photos by Sean Doherty

"llallouieen. first-gear: I mas
chemically impaired and cramled
into a stranger's bed."
—Sean Donohue '36

